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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Of the va£t land stretched out between the 

two mountain ridges that line either side of our 

continent poets have only begun to sing. They are 

nov1 revelling in the barren imrnensi ty that was. 

:Muah of the awesome sweep has been converted into 

conventional farm lands; but for the inspiration 

of these singers of happy Yesterdays there are yet 

west of the Mississippi wide tracts of semi-wasteland 

with long eerie distances of earth and. sky and all 

the native freedom, charm, and somberness of a wild 

land. 

The vast emptiness of the land has never 

failed to stir the souls of men who see and feel 

in-tensely. On some the effect has been oppressive. 

Charles Dickens in recounting ·his impression of the 

American prairie said: "Great as the picture was, its 

very flatness and extent, which left nothing to the 

imagination, tamed it down and cramped its interest. 

It was lovely and wild, but oppressive in its barren 

monotony. I felt that in traversing the Prairies, 

.I could never abandon myself to the scenes, forgetful 

of all else." l 

1. Dorothy Anne Dunbare's The Prairies and the Making 
of Middle America:. Four Centuries of Description, 
The Torch Press, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, l9G6, p. 290. 
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Whether this disparaging remark was prompted by a 

natural dislike for barrerµiess or his prejudices 

tovn1rd America in g:eneral we do not 1mow; but we 

do know that on many men as strong an opposite 

effect was produced. Men have loved the land and 

gloried.in its vastness, its barrenness, and its 

freedom. Unlike Dickens, they feel that its very 

emptiness leaves ~verything to the imagination--

that there are no hindrances to thought and no 

limits to the range of the mind. They :feel that 

their minds are lured on into the infinit~,~ of the 

distances to roam at random in ethereal spheres and 

grasp at the outlying eternal realities. 

The land has never lacked visionary dreamers. · 

In fact, it has a tendency to develop them. But the 

frontier demanded action, not dreaming; and the men 

who saw and felt and had an urge to write were compelled 

to smother their dreams and enlist in the hand-to-hand 

struggle with the land. And while poetry was being 

written about the seas, mountains, and forests, the 

poets who would have written about the prairie were 

battling vigourously with the ~rontier. 

Now the climax of the battle is over. The 

stubborn land has yielded, and there is no ,.more to be 

conquered. The Western world has begun to relax, and 

poets for the first time in the history of the plains 
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have time to dream and sing. The outcome of the 

short breathing space shows that the land did not 

fail in inspiration or lack in genius. From every-

where coma the voices of poets who a.re keenly alive 

to the land in which they live. They sing of the 

battle with the frontier and exult in the victory. 

Some untainted, visionary spirits lament the passing 

of their virgin world and sing songs of whole-souled 

appreciation to the Spirit of the wide sky a.nd the 

big Western land. Badger Clark in his breezy out-

door verses is most apt in impressing his readers 

with the big, clean spirit of the place. Others 

have succeeded in doing it in individual poems. The 

.recently collected cowboy ballads give an adequate, 

unorna.mented picture of the type of big-hearted, care-

free, unpretentious ohara.ctexs the land produces. 

Edwin Ford Piper vividly and sympathetically chronicles 

the development of the fxontier by picturing the homely 

everyday incidents in the lives of the men, women, and 

children who braved the land's first rebuffs and shared 

in its conquest. John G. Neihardt in his epic cycle 

recounts episodes--"se.ga-stuff"--of ·the trappers and 

traders who explored and conquered the land west of 

the Missouri Ri vex • Today a new. school of younger 

poets has arisen---a¥.sroup who do not sing of the glory 

of an old land· dying but of the greed and materialism 
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of the new world that has emerged. Their songs are 

not rapturous lyrical eutbursts of love for the land, 

but cool, disinterested, realistic pictures. The two 

schools together give a very complete chronicle of 

the evolution of the prairie. 

The poetry treating of the prairie is 

naturally not first class art. The prairie would 

be no more likely to pr,oduce first class poetry than 

a first class culture. Mr. Neihardt in his serious 

attempt to produce classical p9etry quite naturally 

lost the spirit of the big, crude, uncultured world 

he was dealing with. The natural poetic products 

of the prairie are homely human verses pervaded by 

a big, friendly spirit---verses with the ruggedness 

of nature rather than the finish of art. To show 

through these simple verses the spirit that is 

breathing in them---the big, 'kindly spirit of· the 

plains that upheld the struggling pioneers and is 

now working freely in the sensitive souls of poets~-

is the aim of the work. 
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Chapter II 

THE SPIRIT OF THE WEST 

Through effects wrought by some intangible 

influence. the Western character has become a distinct 

type. He seems to grow like the land---big, open, 

and rugged. Recently attempts have been made to 

analyze this subtle, effective spirit;· but it works 

so quietly and so diversely that the analyses are 

necessarily vague. 

Not many years ago the West v.'as a big, 

untamed land. Its very bigness and emptiness seemed 

to inspire~awe. There was nothing but a blank 

infinity of sky and an undulating waste of land 

stretching away to meet the skyline. Such a world 

had to have some effect, e.nd it did. Men looked---

and wondered---and unconsciously grew glad. The wide, 

breezy spaces seemed to breed in their souls a love of 

life; and the wild, unafraid things of the big, airy 

world added to men's gladness. About them the prairie-

dogs scampered, stretched up on their hind legs, and 

yelped as they had always done; and they did it entirely 

unconscious of the existence of man. The big-eyed owls 

hooted, the coyotes howled, the buzzards sailed in the 

far heavens; and all the world was perfectly natural. 

Such a bigness and naturalness gripped the 

hearts of those who lived long in it. The lives of 

the prairie_:_;_d~vellers became saturated with the airiness 
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and freedom of the land, and they soon seemed a part 

of the natural life of the plains. 
. . 

Poets have felt keenly this big, untainted 

freshness that seems to weave itself so strongly into 

the heartstrings of its people. They· sing, almos.t 

rapturously, of the quickening effect of the blank-

ness and infinity. They know that the wide, open 

spaces and the far-away sky-rim mean life---unhampered 

freedom; and, with the prairie people, they whole-

heartedly 

pity the dwellers in cities 

Who see but a scrap of the sky 

And a scra~ of th~ earth. 1 

Just as strongly they hate close, cramped, airless 

places with poisoned, irritat~ng atmospheres. 

If you have hated noisy tenements, 

Smudge, and stale air, and grooves of 

oily thought 

Sliding to money, and the slums of love 

Maladorous against the tang of March: 

And if a great wind came to carry you 

Out to the wilderness--------------

-~--Then you will know. 2 

1. "On the Plains of KansHs" by May Williams Ward in 
Helen Rhoda Ho opes' s Contempor ax y Kansas Poetry, p ·~. 119. 

2. "Sundown Valley" in Edwin Ford Piper's Paintrock Roaa·s, 
p. 5. 
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The prairie people know. Through their sense of 

sympathy with untamed natuxe they have come in t·ouch 

with the Infinite. They have felt a big, awesome 

peace ·swoop down from the eternity of sky to take 

possession of their souls, and they feel that glad 

contentment is indigeneous to the prairie---that it 
is bred by the big outdoor woxld. They are always 

eager to be nturned loose on them hills a spell", 

and after the 'turning-loose' they inevitably conclude: 

The poem 

The same 

his hero 

Say, a minute of that is worth a 

Week in town. · 

ends airily: 

We'll all get to.Heaven by-and-by 

But we'll travel outdoors: eh Johnny-Jo'? 

author in a poem called "Twittering Bill" has 

Drifting out of the living day 

Into the spaces wavering, dim, 

That seemed to open their arms to him. 4 

lvrany of the poets sing of the immensity of 

the land. The long distances seem to awake the imagina-

tion and to lure the soul to reach out after the eternal 

realities that life just beyond the thought-:range. Men 

grasp at the unattainable truths and come away "ith 

humbled, purified minds and an intensified love for the 

3 

3. "Eh, J?hnny-Jo" in H.H. Xnibb' s Riders of the sta:rs, :p.56. 
4. Saddle Sohgs and other verse,p.19. 
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land. Clell Goebel Gannon in "If I were There" says: 

We'd sleep beneath the western sky 

And bake beneath her sun, 

To find the world just as she 

was when all the stars were young. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

We'd leave the city streets behind' 

And travei for the prairies, 

Where the spaces clear the mind. 5 

Thomas T. Johnston in a poem entitled "God's Big, 

Good West" sings of: 

God's distances 

That lead away 

At crystal dawn, 

Lure dream and prayer 

To Infinites out there 

Where thought has gone. 6 

Such sentiments are variously. express by 

other poets. Badger Clal'.'k is especially apt in 

giving his verses the airy, outdoor flavor. They 

5. Songs of the Bunch-Grass Ao.res. p. 76. 

6. The Prairies, p. 24. 
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are full of spirit and freshness. He seems to be 

able to say what many lovers of the plains have felt.: 

'Twas good to live when all the sod, 

Without no fence nor fuss, 

Belonged in pardnership to God, 

The Gover'ment and us. 

With skyline bounds from east to west 

And room to go and come, 

I loved my fellowman the best 

When he was scattered some • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
When my old soul hunts range and rest 

Beyond the last divide, 

Just plant me in some stretch of West 

That's sunny, lone, and wide. 7 

Born of a free, world wandering race, 

Little we yearned o'er an oft-turned sod. 

What did we care for the father's place, 

Having ours fresh from the hand of God? 8 

7. "The Old Cowman" in Sun and Saddle Leather (9th ed.) 
p. 92. 

8. "The .Plainsman" Ibid p. 95. 
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The following quotations are taken from "A Cowboy's 

Prayer": 

I love creation better as it stood 

That day You finished it so long ago 

And looked upon Your Work and·oalled 
it good • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Just let me live my life· as I've begun 

And give me a work that's open to the sky; 

Make me a pardner of the wind and sun 

And I won't ask a life.that's soft and high. 9 

Badger Clark's characters seem to have felt like the 

old settler v;ho said when he found a few cattle with 

strange brands straying into his eighty-mile solitude; 
' '• :.-

"It's getting too crowded here---guess I'll mpve on.". 

Just why this primitive, unmarmed world should 

get such an irresistible hold on its people is a sort of 

mystery. They did not want to love· it. The feeling 

grew in· spite of themselves. In fact, many thought 

t~ey hated the maddening loneliness, the eternal 

mopotony, and the soul-tearing hardships. Some rose 

9. Sun and Saddle Lea th er, p. 50 •. 
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: t·o go away and even went away---and then heard 

t the voice of the prairie calling' . them---luring 

·them back. Clell Goebel Gannon's "The Law of 

Dakota" is the expression of a" spirit, not 

pedulia.r to Dakota but to the entire west. 

Mr. Ga1mon says each of Dakota's sons 

Must return to the land of his people 

Or never be happy again.10 

In the "Sond of Leaving" Mr. Gannon sings: 

Oh, I'm leaving Dakota tonight, I am 

Oh, I'm leaving Dakota tonight. 

The prairies have got"me and got me outright 

I'm lea~ing my heart in Dakota tonight 

I can't take it with me---I haven't the 

might. 11 

Elliott C. Lincoln in "The Third Year" has his settler 

say: 

Thxee years ago the city held for me 

All that I loved. I feared this empty view 

Of Sagebrush scrawled upon a baking plain. 

These long years, can they have forged a chain 

10. Songs of the Bunch Grass Acres, p. 37. 

11. Ibid, P• 88. 



Too strong to break? Have old gods 

changed for new? 12 

12 

Without suggesti1Jg a solution for the,mystery, Stella 

~. Baisch gives us a true picture of the development 

of this strange feeling for the land. 

True, I have feared the prairie 

As I gauged the mighty sweep 

Of its undulating vastness, 

Awesome· as the nether deep. 

And I have loathed the prairie. 

When its freedom was a pain, 

Where no hills aould hold the furies 

Hurtling through the wind and rain. 

But ah, I love the prairie 

With its· subtle, luring call 

Beauty, promise,vastness, wilderness 
13 Clutch my fancy, hold me thrall. · 

Formerly the prairie not only persisted in 

keeping its own but drew men on---farther into itself. 

Many of the early settlers followed this westward pull 

because they seemed not to be able to resist.·:the spell 

12. Rhymes of a Homesteader, p. 56. 

13. ":Prairie Moods" (Author's manuscript) 



of the wanderlust. In "The Habit" Be.rton Braley 

expresses the feeling of such men; 

I sett led down quite frequent, and I says, 

says I, 

"I' 11 never wander further till I come to die", 

But the wind it sorter chuckles, "Why O' 

course you will" 

An' sure enough I does it 'cause I can't 

keep still. 14 

Whether the loneliness of the West breeds 

a deep thoughtfulness, or the nagnitude of it: inspires 

reverence, or whether God actually lives nearer 

frontiersmen because they are in his very own un-

adulterated world, is difficult to say. At any rate, 

it is true that the first prairie-folk were deeply, 

sincerely religious. Even the profane, carefree 

cowboys had tender hearts regarding pure unp.retending 

religion. The sentiment seemed to grow in the'!' often 

in spite of themselves. The Great Spirit of the 

plains bred the feeling even in those who had formerly 

14. Lomax 1 s Songs of the Cattle Trail and cow Camp, p. 158. 
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disregarded or despised 'the faith of theix fathers'. 

Men have long been conscious of this prairie power. 

Elliott C. Lincoln's cowboy interprets it thus: 

When I'm out with the bunch in town, 

I'm jest as t¥ough as I kin be; 

It's pretty nearly ten to one 

That God ain't apt to notice me. 

But home here where it's bare, brown plain 

Fer miles an 1 miles on every side, 

I sorter stick right up in sight, 

God couldn 1 t miss me if he,tried. 

'Tain't cause I like it that I'm good, 

The days I 1 m workin' on the ranch: 

There ain't a soul for God to watch 

But me, I dassent take the chance.15 

The conclusion of the "Cowb.oy Alone With his Consciencen 

is a similar one • 

Take the very meanest sinner that the nation 

ever saw, 

15. "Ethics" in Rhymes of a Homesteader, p. 29. 
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One that don't respect religion more'n 

he respects the Jaw, 

One that never does mi action that's 

commendable or good, 

An' immerse him fur a season out in 

Nature's solitude, 

An' the cog-wheels 0 1 his conscience '11 

be rattled out 0 1 gear. 

More ' if he 'tended preachin'every Sunday 

in the year. 

Fur his sin 'ill come a ridin' through his 

cranium rough shod, 

When tfir ain't nobody near him, 'ceptin God.16 

The night-sky and the stars seem to have been 
)iJ(important factors in developing this sentiment. Tile 
stars, especially, had a strange fascination for the 
prairie dwellers and tended to draw their thoughts 
Heavenward. In nThe Stars" Clell Goebel Gannon says: 

All is so still---so big, I scarce can speak, 
My-words all seem so paltry and so weak, 

I only dare to think----

••••••••••••••••• 

16. Lomax's Songs of .the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp, p. 184. 
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For in the.beauty of the Lights that trod 

Above the world tonight 

I think I grasp a vision of God.17 

·The cowboys who slept out under the stars 

during the long night-watches felt their power keenly. 

"Maver ¢ick Bill" says to his comrade: 

young feller, I know them stars iz eyes 

Of angels gone to glory---the glories in the 

skies. 

I'' spect my mother is looking at me---squar ! 

She went to find our Fanny---the family's 

over thete. 

Someti~es upon these prairies that I so oft 

hev trod 

I feel so high-falutin' --I kinder walks with 

God. 18 

Nearly all the poets attribute the mysterious 

influ~e of the :prairie to the more direct communion 

it allows with the Infinite. They express the same 

thought in many ways and give the Spirit various 

names. Badger Clark says: 

Sometimes you can almost see Him there, 

17. Songs of the Bunch-Grass Acres, p. 54. 

18. Sun and Saddle Leather. p. 86. 
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17 

As He sits alone on the blue-gray hills, 

A-thinkin' of things that's beyond our ken 

And .restin' Himself from the noise of men. 19 

poem Mr. Cla.rk sings; 

God of the open, though I am so simple 

Out in the wind I can travel with you, 

•••••••••••••• 

Too far you a.re for the reach of my hand, 

Yet I can fee 1 your big heart when it beats 

Friendly and warm in the sun or storm. 
20 Are you the same as the God of the Streets? 

It is, :probably, from :Mr. Clark's warm, 

friendly 'God of the Open' that the scattered westerners· 

have caught their big-hearted friendliness; or :perha1)s, 
th"'1 

there were so few people to love thatAnaturally felt 

like loving everyone. Birth, rank, or wealth made no 

difference. Everyone was accepted at face value and 

had to prove himself unworthy of friendship before 

he was thought to be so. The land bred a feeling of 

b:rotherhood, and this spirit of human-kinship ·seems 

19. Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 86. 

20. "God on the Open" in Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 169. 
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to have grown in them as naturally as the sagebrush 

and p~airie grasses grew about them. The West is 

.where 

A man makes friends without half trying. 21 

Badger Clark explains the unprejudiced fairness with 

which men are accepted in the west. 

I waste no thought on my neighbor's birth 

Or the way he makes his prayer. 

I grant him a white man's room on earth 

If his game is only square. 

While he plays it straight I'll call him mate; 

If he cheats I drop him flat. 

Old class and rank are a worn out lie, 

For all clean men are as good as I, 

And a king is only that. 22 

Their friendliness is not a thing to be 

:played with, though. Insincerity, false play, and 

insult are among the sins true Westerners cannot 

bear. They are often uµmerciful in .wreaking ven- · 

geance on an offender. The Western temp~r is 

wholly as unrestrained as the rest of the heart. 

21. "Out Where the West Begins" by Arthur Chapman in 
Lomax's Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp, p. 1. 

22. "The Westerner" in Sun and saddle Leather, p. 99. 
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so when some high-collared herrin' jeered 

the garb that I was wearin' 

'Twasn't long till we had got where talkin' 

ends, 

And he et his illbred chat, with a sauce of 

derby hat, 

While my merry pardners entertained his 

friends. 23 

All these different phases of the prairie 

spirit---its infinity, its tendency to draw men's 

thoughts Heavenward, and its friendlinesa--necessarily 

wrought some effect on the people in the land. Bruce 

Tut. McDaniel calls the desert a soul-mender. 

As the old gray-haired mender of broken toys 

Fills the empty dolls with sawdust, and 

Spirit puts into the dusty wooden soldier, 

So the Desert pours new Faith into empty 

hearts of men, 

and mends the shattered, dimming souls of 

life. 24 

nThe Voice of the Desert" by Mr. McDaniel ha.s the same 

23. "From Townn in Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 48. 

24. nThe Desert-Mender" in Bruch W. McDaniel's The Desert, 
:p. 18. 
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Who comes to me with Faith and open heart 

Yield I my soul. 25 

Undoubtedly, the hardships of prairie life 

and the heavy responsibility the land thrust upon the 

shoulders of its people was .also effective in molding 

oha.racter. A prairie mother was 

a woman rich in life, 

Wisely oontrolled, renewed abundantly 

For others; vivid, till subdued by toil 

To her surroundings; limpid, loving Truth 

Worshipping Right, a living loyalty! 26 

"The Birthrig4t" is another picture of a character 

formed by the prairie: 

Her father's father was ~pioneer . 

And back of him his fathers broke the sod· 

On strong meadows consecrate to God; 

Daughter of kings her lineage runs clear. 

For heritage they gave her strength and toil 

And set a steady light within her eyes; 

Reality does not shock her nor surprise. 

25. "The Desert", p. 22. 

26. "Portulacas in the Wheat 1• by Grace Stone Coates, 

The Midland 310:413 Nov. 1924. 
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She is materNal as the fecund ~oil 

Her close familiars are death and birth 

And the long wheels of winter and of spring. 

She knows the sturdy medicine of mirth; 

She knows the :peace the treading years can 

bring; 

She is as changeless as the far blue haze 
27 Rimming the wide horizon of her days. 

The picture of the characters shaped by the 

prairie are by no means all pleasant. There were 

men and women who coul~ not bear the stern, refining 

process of prairie life. Their souls did not stand 

the strain and come out purified and ennobled as did 

those of their stronger comrades. Many emerged the 

subdued, lifeless characters pictured by Raymond 

Kresensky in "The Ragged Edge". 

Women--1ike the yellow grasses in the sloughs 

Where the buffalo have trampled---broken, 

With sunken chests, and back 

That look like paoks---limp sunbonnets--

These ride. 

Their hands hanging between their knees, 

Where the thin calico dips to the seat, 

27. Gwendolen Haste, The Midland 310·.270 J J l une, u y, Aug. 1924. 
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Are like dead prairie chickens. 

Their hair is yellow against a coffee-

brown face. 

These brown faces show marks 

Where the wrinkles have laid in. 

Here come the men. 

Stiff back whiskers and clothes 

Gray with dust. 

They are like the scrub oaks 

That grow along the streams. 

Their backs are bent and their heads 

Dig into piles of yellow dust, 

Stirred up by the slow te8llls • 

• • • • • • • • 

These are the men. 

They work and poke lazy teams 

With willow poles. 28 

Perhaps, after all, only their bodies were 

broken. For, in spite of the life-wrenching power 

of the big, virgin world, men loved it whole-heartedly 

and became sadly wistful to see it going. They 

bewail the coming of fences, of cities, and railroads. 

28; ~he Midland 310:352 Sept. 1926. 



They long for the days that were---for the peace 

and unhampered freedom of an untamed land. With 

the coming of civilization they feel the spirit 

of the land going from themt and they dread 

losing that feeling of hearness to the Infinite. 

Badger Clark again aptly phrases the sentiments 

of these lovers of freedom. 

Oh, it's squeak! squeak~ squeak! 

Closer and closer cramps the wire. 

There'i hardly play to back away 

And call a man a liar. 

Their house has locks on every door t 

Their land is in a crate. 

These ain't the plains of God no more, 

They're only real estate • 

• • • • • • • • • 

Job cussed. his birthday, night and morn, 

In his old land of Uz, 

But I'm just glad I wasn't born 

No later than I was! 29 

Many of the staunch, big-hearted fighters who loved 

battling with an untamed land tried to keep pace 

with the Westward shifting frontier. They disliked 

the changes civilization brought. They felt that 

29. Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 93. 
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new conditions were cramping, that they were b~ng 

robbed of their freedom, and that the land which 

they had loved so passionately had beco~e a new 

land. In a poem entitled "The Finish" Clell 

Goebel Gannon says: 

When the final page is wx i tten in the 

histoxy of the West~ 

And the cow.boy and the Redman all have 

gone beyond the Crest 

Of the hills that rim the skyline unto 

othex lands unguessed, 

••••• Why I don' t want to be t her e • 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
When they've tamed it, and they've shamed it 

When they've put it up for sale, 

And the final chaptex's written, why I'll 

search to find a tiail 

That will lead to God's great someplace 

Where the hungry buzzards sail 

•••••• Cause that's wnere I want to be. 30 

But the inevitable l.aw of progress, beyond the control 

of these lovers of a wide world, functioned as .the 

prairie called: 

30. Songs of the ·Bunch-Grass Acres, p. 16. 
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I am the plains, barren sine e time began, 

Yet do I dream of motherhood, when man 
One day at last shall look upon my charms 

And give me towns, like children, for my 
31 arms. 

The call of the plains has been answered, 

and with the fulfilling of its prosaic demands has 

passed a great deal of the ·romance of the prairie. 

The land is now dotted with dwellings of men who 

til~ ~heir few acres, willingly abide by the law 

of the la..~d, and seemingly have no urge to move 

on to a place where life is wild a.nd free. There 
I 

are f.rowing cities and railroads and other signs 

of progress. The West has become a civilized world; 

but its spirit has not wholly departed. The night-

sky and the stars are still the same, the land is 

yet young, and poets continue to write: 

underneath there pulses strong 

The Current of the Infinite. 32 

Perha~s the spirit of the land has always been 

progress. The far visions and direct inspiration 

men received in earlier times may have been needed 

in ox der to build the foundation for the future 

31. Lomax's Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow C~mp, p. 58. 

32. "To a Brown·Prairie11 by Stella P. Baisch. (Author's 
ma.nusor ipt) • 
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progress of the West. The men of the prairie, since 

then, have continued to work untiringly to complete 

the structure, and the spirit of the land has kept 

alive to urge them on. 

It seems s.s though the next step in the 

progress of the West is to be the growth of a 

literature. With the cessation of the strenuous 

b~ttle with the land, life on the prairie is 

allowed a fuller, richer development, and the 

growth of a literature is the natural outcome. 

Ferhaps these airy, breezy verses pulsing with 

the spirit of the land a:re its beginning. If 

spirit, a love for the land, and thrilling 

episodes of big, true-hearted heroes add to the 

glory of a literature, the West has given its 

writers a rich heritage. 
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Cha-pter III 

COWBOY BALLADS 

Only recently have American people become 

interested in cowboy ballads. Several collections 

have now been·made, and interest in them has grown. 
. I 

The songs have a peculiar charm be cause they sprang, 

not from the poetic genius of developed artists 

but from the big hearts of crude, uncultured men. 

They are spontaneous compositions with a decided 

'nil.literary quality'; but it is exactly this 

ruggedness, combined with the absolute genuineness 

of the sentiment, that gives them their charm. They 

are natural, elemental, and jingoistic; but they 

have a vigourous simplicity and directness. John 

A. Lomas, the American ballad-collector, culls them 

"raw collo:ps slashed from the rump .of nature". 1 

The life of the cowboys naturally led 

to some such type of expression. They lived on 

isolated ranches; and the routine of their work 

consisted of lonely night watches and long days 

of herding on li~itless plain, endless rounds of 

riding through the empty waste, and the tireless 

activity of spring round-ups and long drives up 

the trail to the shipping points. Only occasionally 

1. "Collector's Note" in Cowboy Songs. 
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was this monotony relieved by the arrival of 

an Eastern tenderfoot, the death of a comrade, 

or the hanging of an outlaw. During these long 

years of grinding, wearing toil the cowboys were 

thrown on their own resources for entertainment, 

and they did what isolated people ha.ve always 

done. They gave their favoxite tale~! an elemental 

swinging rhythm and sang them. Most of the songs 

were composed bJr the cowboys themselves in their 

lonely hours on duty and sung by the composers in 

the evening when the ranchmen gathered together. 

The entire camp criticized and repolished·them to 

fit cowboy standards. New stanzas were added and 

expressions changed. Thus many of the songs became 

a joint product of the members of tbe camp. 

These men were extremely particular about 

the terminology of the songs; it had to be 'cowboy 

lingo'. mo tenderfoot phrases were allowed to pass. 

Their finest emotional songs have this cowboy 

language. Their Heaven is the 'Blessed Range', the 

Judgment Day 'the Great Round-Up', and God 'The Boss 

of the Riders'; girls, even when spoken of.with 

tenderness, are 'sagehens' and 'heifers'; sinners 

are 'strays' and 'maverick' and the sky is 'the 

unfenced blue'. Every song, to have the spontaneous 
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ap·peal that· assured its success, must have this 

cowboy tang. 1\.nd, if combined with the proper 

'lingo' .it had a contagious, intoxicating rhythm, 

its success was complete. The cowboys wanted 

these songs to fill them with a reckless, dare-

devil spirit or to drown their loneliness in 

sentimentalism. They wanted relaxation from the 

grind, the strained monotony, of their lives; end 

the rhythmic swing of these songs gave them such 

a luxury of carefree irresponsibility. The gallop-

ing merry-go-roung of rhythm---a natural outg~owth 

of the pent-up strain of cowboy life---se.emed to 

fill them with the joy of existence---to make them 

drunk with life itself. 

The cowboy manner of singing the ballads 

intensified the swing of the rhythm. Charles J. 
'1ve.s Finger i:-3.9: a graphic description of the natural 

way gf singing ballads. He says frontiersmen 

sing fo~ the sheer love of exercise. They ornamented 

the melody with little trills and jerks, odd lengthen-

ing of occasional notes, long pauses, skippings, 

tremolos, and explosive accentuations. Mr. Finger 

says the best advice regarding the singing of these 

songs is, •J3e careful to be careless". 

Besides being a tonic for depressed spirits, 
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the songs are valuable for the light they throw 

on cowboy life and thought. The history of the 

West in the two decades following the Civil War 

is, undoubtedly, best told in these ballads---

the natural products of the life there. l~o~ 

where else have we such vivid, human pictu.Xes 

of the conditions of frontier life and of. the 

cowboy himself---the unique, romantic ~igure 

of the West, whose winning artlessness left many 

happy memories. The West is the cowboy's world 

no more. With the coming of the despised wire 

fences he has moved on and left the taming of 

the plains to the determined settlers. 

The ballads that have come down to us 

are the ones that pleased---those the cowboys 

continued to sing. They have stood the .test of 

ranch-world critic ism. John A. Lomax, who is 

ex-president of the American Folk-Lore Society 

and Fellow from Harvard for the collection of 

American Ballads, has been the chief figure to 

create a national interest in cowboy ballads. 

Mr. Lomax has had two collections published: 

Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp; in 1919; 

and Cowboy Songs in 1925. About his last 

collection he says that in a few instances he 
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violated the ethics of a ballad-gatherer by select-

ing and putting together the best lines from 

different versions, all telling the same story. 

Most of the songs were taken from oral .recitation, 

and only in a few instances could the authorship 

of any song be discovered. 
y. . 

Mr. ·Loma~ says , "They 

seem to have sprung up as quietly and mysteriously 

as the grass on the plains." 2 

N. Howard Thorp, familiarly known to his 

cowboy comrades as 'Jack Thorp, has an interesting 

compilation of Songs of the Cowboys with an 

enlightening introduction by Alice Corbin Henderson. 

'Jack' Thorp was a genuine cowboy puncher, who 

sold -his collect ion of ballads at cow-camps, round-

ups, and cattle-fairs. For each song in his collec-

tion Mr. Thorp gives the author if he is known, the 

time of composition, the manner of discovery, and 

the place in which it was first heard. 

Besides the cowboy songs transmitted by 

purely oral tradition and later collected by the 

ballad-gatherers, there. are many that were written 

by individual authors. These, if they were thought 

2. "Collector's Note" in Cowboy Songs. 
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worthy, were often reshaped and made more true 

to cowboy standards. William Lawrence Chittenden, 

James Barton Adams, H.H. Knibbs, and Elliott c. 
Lincoln seem to have been favorite ballad-makers. 

But above all these looms Badger Clark. Aftex 

reading his verses, an old cowman said, "I don't 

know how he lmovrnd, but he knows'! 3 

Mr. Clarlt is a man of the open. From his 

babyhood he has lived a pioneer life. When he was 

six months old, his mother, in the absence of his 

father and brothers, carried him on one arm while 

she plowed enough sod about the house to save it: 

from a destructive prairie fire. Mos t of his 

boyhood was.s11ant in the Black Hills of Dakota. 

Two summers he passed on a ranch in Wyoming ap.d 

four years in a cow country in Arizona as overseer 

of a small ranch. To him the cattle country was 

a land of romance. In letters to his mother he 

expressed his over-wrought feelings in verse, and 

thus began his poetic career. Mr. Clark still lives 

in the Black Hills of Dakota---alone in a two-roomed 

cabin. His is forty~five years old, is unmarried, 

and is a well-behaved, law-abiding citizen, who is 

loved and respected by his countrymen. In spite of 

3. Preface to Sun and Saddle Leather, p. VII. 
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poor health and a romantic termperament, he takes 

part in the general activities of the community 

and receives no particular attention, for which 

no one is more grateful than he. In a recent 

:Lettel' in answex to the ·wxiter 's inquiry about 

his life Mr. Clark says, ."I am not misanthropic, 

but my quiet years on the ranch taught me to 

enjoy s·oli tude and rob bed me of any a.mbi tion 

to become a social luminary. I c 01:ld not for 

a moment consider living in a city, and even the 

continual social clatter and chatter of my own small 

town, in these days of easy communication and quick 

transportation, xa.ther get on my nerves." Farther 

on in the letter he says, "I was in New York la.st 

fall, and gazed and marveled after the manner of 

hicks, yet on my way back I marveled more that so 

many Western writers should choose to live in that 

roaring super-corral. It's either economic necessity 

or sheer insanity~ 

From this ma.n of the open come true, ringing 

ballads that ~lease the cowboy heart. They tell of the 

trail, of the 'God of the Open', of rangers, and riding 

like their vexy own poems. 

There are many cowboy ballads. Next to the 

Negro collection, the cowboy songs make the largest 
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body of folk-lore in American literature. Alice 

Corbin Henderson says the conditions ~avoring 

the preservation of folk-songs are a communal 

unity of. interest or occupation and a certain 

degree of isolation from the world of affairs 

and from continuous contact with printed sources. 

These conditions existed in the cowboy world, and 

the ballads have been preserved and will ·likely 

continue to live because they show the heart of 

a people. 

To get the rich flavor of these simple 

ho.me spun songs, we must turn to the songs them- · 

eel ves. In them we shall see the gracio·us 

'knight-errant of the plain', who sings of his 

horse and his armor---saddle, bl.riat, spu'ts---

as did the old knights of romance. Ile sings, too, 

of his love, his friendship, his skirmishes, and 

his work. His songs are histo:ry wherein is shown 

every phase of the hero's life. See him gaily 

introduce himself: 

Ho, I'm a jolly cowboy, from Texas now 

I hail; 

Give me my quirt and pony, I'm ready· for 

the trail. 

I love the rolling prairies, they're free 

~'r 0 '~ care and ·strife·, 
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Behind a herd of longhorns, I'll journey 

all my life. 4 

And watch him swing lightly into his saddle after a 

long night-watch under the stars: 

In the east the great daylight is breaking, 

And into m:v saddle I spring; 

The cattle from sleep are awaking, 

The heaven-thoughts from me take ·wins; 

The eyes of my broncho are flashing, 

Impatient he pulls at th~ reins, 

And off round the world ·I go dashing, 

A reckless c~boy of the plains. 5 

Of his reckless, happy-go-lucky spirit 

"DQn Taylor" is a good example: 

Dan Taylor is a rollicking cuss, 

A frisky son-of-a-gun; 

He loves to court the maidens, 

And he savies how it's done • 

. He used to be a cowboy, 

And they say he wasn't slow; 

4. "The Cowboy Spirit" in Songs of the cowboys 
compiled by N. Howard Thorp, p. 90. 

5. "The Cowboy's Medi tat ion" in Songs of the Cowboys 
compiled·by N. Howard Thorp, p. 46. 



He could ride the bucking broncho 

And swing the long lasso.6 
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Yet in spite of such flippant recklessness, there 

is a tender spot in his heart. In "The Clown's 

Baby" an actual child had been substituted for 

the lost 'property baby'. During the performance 

before the cowboys the baby laughed aloud. Note 

the result: 

Oh, that baby laughl It was echoed 

From the benches with a ring, 

And the roughest customer there sprang up 

With, "Boys, its the real thing." 

The ring was jammed in a minute 

Not a man that did not strive 

For a "shot at holding the baby", --

The baby that was alive---

After the show the men went home with faces a'little 

sheepish·1 but 'strangely bright 1 , and the 'oold..;.faced 

leader---the terror of the place' said: 

He wasn't a bit afraidl 

He's as game as he's good-looking! 

Boys, that was a show that paid. 7 

No wonder we love this reckless, strangely tender 

cowboy? 

6. N. Howard Thorp's Songs of the Cowboys, p. 57. 
7. Margaret Vandergrift: in Lomax 1 s Songs of cattle 

and Cow camp,p!4o. 
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These men seem to have had a pig-hearted 

moral code of their own of which one of the chief 

requirements was fair play. In "The Mexican Greaser" 

a cowboy coolly opposes a mob that is mistreating 

the greaser. He stands--

Maven' no muscle as he looked in the face 

of Bill's gun; 

He hadn't no thought to stir, sir; he hadn't 

no thought to run; 

But he spoke out cool and quiet, nr might 

live for a thousand year 

And not die at~~.last so nobly as defend.in' 

this Greaser here; 

For he ts wounded now and helpless and hasn't 

had no fair show; 

And the first of ye bo:ys that· strikes him, 

I'll lay that first .one low." 8 

The cowboy's life was hard and monotonous, 

but it was not entirely joyless. Very often he sings 

with zest of his work and the everyday happenings in 

the routine of his life. Here is such a spitt"ltt of 

8. Lomax's Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp, p. 12. 



enthusiasm: 

The bawl of a. steer , 

To a cowboy's ear, 

Is music of sweetest strain; 

And the yelping notes 

of the gray·ooyotes 

To him are a glad refrain. 

And his jolly songs 

Speed him along, 

As he thinks of the little gal 

With gold.en hair 

Who is waiting there 

At the bars of the home corral. 

] 10.r a kingly crown 

In a noisy town 

His saddle he wouldn't change; 

No life so free 

As the life w~ see 

Way out on the Yaso range. 9 
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• The happy picture was very likely the impulse~ 

of a moment, for ocoasiona1ly, the.re a.re songs of 

9. "The Cowboy's Life" attributed to James Barton Adams 
in Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 20. 
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disco~agement in which the cowboy decides that his 

life is 'a.dreadfully dreary life' • Even an honest 

cowman says : 
t 

~ake a cowman s advice, go and marry you a 

true and lovely little wife 

Never to .roam~ always stay at home; 

That's a cowman's, a cowman's advice, 

Way up on the Kansas Line. lO 

There are a great many nonsensical herding 

songs that were actually written to .be sung to the 

cattle. On the long :trails north to the shipping 

point the cowboys sang to the cattle to urge them on 

or to quiet the stampeding spirit, and in the night 

watches they san9 lullabies to the. Badger,Qlark 

has a pretty "Round-up Lullaby". 

Desert blue and silver in the still moonshine, 

Coyote yappin' lazy on the hill, 

Sleepy winks of lightnin' down the far sky 

Time for millin' cattle to be still. 

(So--o, now, the lightnin'far a.way, 

The coyote's nothin' skeery; 

line, 

10. "The Kansas Line" in Lomax's Cowboy Songs, :p. 22. 



He 1 s singin' to his dearie--

Hee---Ya, tammalalleday! 
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Settle dovm., you cattle, till the mornin' • ) 

Nothin' out the hazy range that you folks need, 

Nothin 1 we kin .see to take your eye. 

Yet we got to watch you or you'd all stampede, 

Plungin' down some royo bank to die. 

(So--o, now, for still the shadows stay; 

The moon is slow and steady; 

The sun comes when he's ready. 

Hee--ya, tammalalleday! 

No use runnin' out to meet the mornin'.) 11 

In N. Howard Thorp's collection is an interest-

ing "Night-Herding Song". 

Oh, slowup, dogies, quit y9ur roving round, 

~ou have wondered and trampled all over the 

ground, 

Oh, gra·ze along, dogies, and feed kinda slow, 

And don't forever be on the go,--

Oh, move slow, dogies, move slow • 

. . . . . . . . 
11. Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 68. 
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.. 
Oh, lay still, dogies, since you have laid down, 

stretch ~way out on the big open ground; 

Snoxe loud, little dogies, and drown the wild 

sound 

The.~ will all go a.way when the day rolls round, 

Lay still, little dogies, lay still. 12 

Refrains of other cattle songs begin--

Whooppee--ti-yi-yo~ git along, little dogies;l3 

Come ti yi youpy, youpy ya, youpa ya; 14 

and. 

Roll on, roll on; 

On little dogies, roll on, roll on 

Roll on,- roll on; 

Roll on, little dogies, roll on.15 

The last refrain is taken fr om "The Cowboy's Dream" 

and is sung to the melody of "My Bonnie Lies Over the 

Ocean". 

12. Songs of the Cowboys, p. 18. 

13. "W4oopee-Ti-Yi-Yo, Git Along Little Dogies" in 
Lomax's Cowboy Songs, ~· 87. 

14. "The Old Chisholm Trailn in Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 58. 

15. Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 18. 
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Of the actual round-ups, stampedes, 

end branding days the.re are no songs. The familiar 

love :poem "Lasca" by Frank Des:prez is one of the 

few attempts at a,description of a stampede. Pe.rha~s 

an exact description of such a complicated activity 

was too technical a :problem for the minds of the 

cowboys to attack; and, perhaps, they wished to 

forget their work while they sang. Figu:res taken· 

from these activities are not rare, though. These 

lines from "a Cowboy at the carnival" axe a good 

example of their type of description: 

Never seed sich herds o' people throwed 

together, every brand 

O' humanity, I reckon, in this big mountain 

land 

Rounded up right here in Denver, runnin 1 on 

new soxt o.f feed; 

Actin' restless and oneasy, like they 

threatened to stampede. 16 

There are many breezy, carefree riding songs. 

"Ridin", one of Badger Clark's first poems sent in a 

letter to his mother from the Arizona cow country, is . 

per haps, the breeziest. Only the l' efrains a.re quoted 

16. Lomax's Songs of Cattle.Trail and Cow Camp, p. 162. 
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Just a-ridin', a-ridin'--

Desert ripplin' in the sun, 

Mountains blue along the skyline---

! don't envy anyone 

When I'm rid in' • 

Just a-ridin', a-ridin'---
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Splittin' long cracks through the air, 

Stirr in' up a baby cyclone, 

Rippin' u:p the prickly pear 

As I'm .rid in' • 

Just a-ridin', a-ridin', 

Who kin envy kings and czars 

When the a oyot es dovm the valle y 

Are a-singin' to the stars, 

If he's ridin'? 17 

Elliott c. Lincoln's "The June Trail" is another good 

example of the lazy, carefree spirit riding ori the 

big range gave the cowboy: 

Oh, it's good to be a-ridin' 

On thru June without decidin' 

Anythin'----jest trustin' luck. 

17. Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 39. 
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Don't yo' look to me for guidin' 

When yo 1 hear the saddle sing 

Kree-e-ltuk, chuck-a, chuck. 18 
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"Pardners" tells why the cowboy's horse 

often became his de~rest comrade. 

For we have slept on the barren plains 

An' cuddled against the cold; 

We've been through tempests of drivin' rains 

When the heaviest thunder rolled; 

We've raced from fire on the lone prairie 

An' run from the mad stampede; 

An' there ain't no money could buy from me 
19 

A pard of your style and breed. 

Broncho-bustin' afforded the cowboys a 

great deal of pleasure. The descriptions of this 

pastime are especially graphic. "The Bronc That 

Wouldn't Bust"--

went so high above the earth 

Lights from Jerusalem shone. 

Right there we parted company 

And he came down alone. 

18. Elliott c. Linc~'s Ranch verses, p. 3. 

19. Berton Braley; in ~Qmax's son.a£ of the Cattle 
Tra1~ and CnW ·amp, p. 100. 



I hit terra firma 

The buckskin's heels struck free, 

And·brought a b1mch of stars along 

To dance in front of me. 20 

There are occasional songs of the oowboys' 

'domestic' life. nold Daughtyn seems to have been 

the impo r'tant figure in the ca.mp. He was usually not 

_a pleasant~ amiable sort; but he was keenly apprec.iated 

by the cowboys. 

It was chuck-time on the round-up, and 

we heard Old Doughty shout---

•••••••• 

The way we scrambled round that mess-box 

scramblin' for tools, 

Showed the disregard for ethics that is 

taught in other schools; 

But what we lacked in manners we made up 

in friendly strife, 

To see who'd get thru quickest with the 

stuff that prolongs life.21 

Another cowboys describes meal time thus: 

Then all thoughts were turned with reverence 

20. Lomax's Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Ca.mp, p. 102. 

21. "Chuck-Time on the Rouna-upn by Austin Corcoran in 
Thorp's Songs of the Cowboys, p. 24. 
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To a plate of beef and beans, 

As we grazed on beef and biscuits 
. 22 

Like yearlings on the range 

The "Bull Whacker" tells briefly o'f what their food 

consisted: 

Now perhaps you'd· like to lmow 

What we have to e.:at 

A little piece of bre~d 

And a little dirty meat, 

A little black coffee, 

And whiskey on ~he slyJ 23 

Occasionally women in the camp made life 

unpleasant for the cowboys. The boss of the "Old 

Bar-G' had gone to France and left the super-

intendence of the ranch to his daughter. The cook 

was soon dismissed, and the new manager decided to 

be cook also. 

Wish't you'd seen her apenin' meal 

Down on the 01' Bar-G. 

We all blinked twict--seemed plumb unreal 

Down on the 01' Bar-G. 

We had ~igs an' fudge an' whipped-up pTl{-in 

An'· angel-cake all dipped in goo-in 

22. "A Cow Camp on the Range" in Thorp's Songs of the 
Cowboys, p. 30. 

23. Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 69. 
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They unamimously decided to leave, 

For out on the range we· could chew an' cuss 

An' git real mean an' bois-ter-uss, · 
. ~ . Whar aprqn-strings they cou~n't rope us, 

Down on the 01 1 Ber-G. 24 

nThanksgiving on the Ranch" by James Barton 

Adams is a camp discussion that is almost too rich 

to omit. Because the owner was 'religious', the 

cowboys mere not working on~;Thanksgiving Duy. During 

their leisure time they began discussing the origin of 

the day. Texas Tony thought 

it was a celebration that was sturted 

on the dock 

When the Scribes and Pharisees was larided 

onto Plymouth Rock. 

Branche Billy was sure 'Tex had got the stories mixed' 

That the day, if he remembered, was a day 

of ,jubilee 

In remembrance of Abe Lincoln settin' all 

the niggers free. 

The~e were various other ideas given, but 

Lengthy Jones an' watt McGovern an' the 

Rio Grandy Kid 

Coincided in believin', as the present 

writer did, 

24. "Down on the 01' Bar-G" by Phil LeHoir; in Thorp•s 
Songs of the Cowboys, p. 60. 
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It was just a yeazly epock to remind us 

o' the day 

When Columbus happened on·· u.;:; in a on-

ex:pe cted way. 25 

In the earlier days ranch life was not 

without occasional excilt<tment. There were visiting 

scouts and outlaws; chief among those eulogized in 

cowboy songs are Buffalo Bill and Jesse James. But 

more exciting than these were the Indians. In the 

songs are several battle scenes, which show the 

cowboy a brave, fier~r7per sie..teirt' f ighte.r. 

While taking refreshments we heard a low yell, 

The whoop of Sioux Indians coming up from the 

dell; 

We sprang to our rifles with a flash in each 

eye, 

"Boys", says our brave 1 eader, nwe '11 fight 

till we die." 

They made a bold dash and came near to our 

train 

And the arrows fell ~ound us like hail and 

like re.in, 

But with our long rifles we {fed them cold lead 

25. Thorp's Songs of the Cowboys, p. 145.' 
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Till many a brave warrior around us lay dead. 

We shot their bold chief at the head of his 

band 

He died like a warrior with a gun· in his hand. 

When they saw their bold chief lying dead in 

his gore 

They whooped and they yelled and we saw them 
26 no mo11 e 

Dances and pay-day carousals seem to have been 

the chief recreations. In these times of totul relaxa-

tion the cowboy gave free rein to his long pent-u~ 

emotions. On pay-day he spent his money lavishly---

for drink or anythiLg else that the town at the end 

of the trail afforded. The dance songs show a perfect 

frenzy of jollity. "The Cowboy's Christmas Ball" is 

a good example of their whirling rhythm. 

The dust riz fast an' furious, we all just 

· gslloped 'round 

Till the scenery got so giddy, that Z Bar 

Dick was dovmed. 

We buckled to our partners, an' told 'em 

to ho1d on, 

26. "The Sioux Indians 11 in Lomax's Cowboy Ballads, p. 56. 



Then shook our hoofs like lightning, 

until the early dawn. 

Don't tell me about catillious, or 

Germans, no sir 'ee! 

That whirl at .Anson City just takes 

the cake with me. 

I'm sick of lazy shuffltns, of . them 

I 1 ve had my fill, 

Give me a frontier breakdown, backed 

up by Windy Bill. 27 
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A t~rpical dance call is tound in James Barton Adams's · 

"A Dance on the Ranch" 

All Set! 

S'lute yer pardners! Let 'er go! 

Balance all e.n' do-ce-dol 

Swing yer girls an 1 run away! 

·Right an' 28 left and gents sashay! 

And so the call continues for a page or two. 

Their love songs are very frank expressions. 

Oh, I sometimes think I'm locoed 

An' jes fit for herdin' sheep, 

'Cause I only think of Susie 

27. William Lawrence Chittenden's Ranch Verses, p. 16. 

28. Lomax's Songs of the Cattle Txail and Cow Camp, p.117. 



Vlhen I'm wakin' or I'm 'sleep. 

I'm wearin' Cupid's hobbles, 

An' I'm tie·d to Love's stake-pin; 

An' when ·my heart was branded, 

The irons sunk deep in, 29 
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Undoubtedly the best of their songs---the 

ones must popular with the cowboys themselves---were 

songs of pathos---of mothers, sisters, sweethearts, 

comrades, religion, and death. The cowboys had no 

home life. :Many of them had left home ungraciously: 

and in the long, lonely days and nights they had 

much time to regret it. The pathetic songs touched 

them; they we~t and were not ashamed. It was another 

way of giving vent to their emotions. There ure 

many songs of dying cowboys who beg for messages to 

be sent to their loved ones at home; and who with 

their last breath warn comrades to cease their evil 

living .and return home. "The Dying Cowboy" was a 

general favorit@. It has nineteen stanzas in which 

the cowboy begs piteously 'not to' be buried on 

the lone prairie'; but there was nothing else to do. 

29. "A Cowboy's Love Song" in Lomax's Songs of the 
Cattle Trail end Cow Camp, p. 65. 
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Yes, we buried him there on the lone prairie 

Where the owl all night hoots mournfully, 

Where the blizzard beats and the wind blows free 

o·~r his lowly grave on the lone prairie. 

And the cowboys now as the·y .roam the :plains, 

For they ~rked the spot where his bones were .lain, 

Fling a handful .of roses o' e.r his grave 

With a. prayer to Him Who his soul will save.30 

Another very :po-pular song was "The Cowboy's Lament". 

The refrain is: 

Oh, beat the drum lowly and play the fife slowly, 

And beat the dead march as they carry me along; 

Take me to the graveyard snd f·,a.y the sod o'er· me 

For I'm a young cowboy and I know I've done wrong. 

And the last stanza: 

"Go bring me a cup, a cup of cold water, 

To cool my parched lips", the cowboy said; 

Before I returned the spirit had left him 

And gone to its Giver, the cowboy was deaa. 31 

Their ~eligious songs are, perhaps, more 

numexous than any other particular type. The big 

world and the night stars seem to have had a magic 

30. Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 3. 

31. n 1f n ' p. 74. 
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effect on the soft-hearted cowboy. He often wonders 

about the "Final Ro:und-Up', about his reception 

there, and the possible reunions with his mother. 

He even claims a long Scriptuxal ancestry for his 

calling. 

Abraham emigrated in search of a range, 

And when water was scarce he wanted a change, 

Old Isaac owned cattle in charge of Esau 

And Jacob punched cows for his father-in-law. 

He started in business way down at bed rock, 

And made quit~ a streak at handli~g stock; 

Then David went from night-herding to using a 

sling; 

And, winning the battle he became a great king. 

Then the shepherds, while herding the sheep on 

a hill 

Got a message from heaven of peace and good will.32 

But these excerpts are more typical of their religious 

songs: 

Yet I trust in the last great round-up 

When the rider shall cut the big herd, 

That the cowboy shall be represented 

32. "The Cowboy" in Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 96. 
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In the earmarks and brand of the Lord, 

To be shipped to the bright, mystic regions 

Over there in green pastures to lie, 

And led by the crystal still waters 

In the home.of the sweet by-and-by 33 

There's a heap of stock that's lowing now 

Around the Master's pen 

And feed~1g at his fodder stock 

Will haye the brand picked then. 

And brands too.ttwhen the hair. was long 

Looked like the letter C 

Will prove to be the Devil's 

And the brand the letter D. 

While many a long-haired coaster,--

! mean just so to speak, 

That hasn't had the advantage 

Of the range and gospel creek 

Will get to orop the grasses 

In the pasture of the Lord 

If the letter C showed up 
34 Beneath the devil's checkerboard. 

33. "The Great Round~Up" in Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 282. 

34. "The Cowboy in Church" in Lomax's Cowboy Songs, p. 246. 
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In the songs more recently composed are 

many hints of regret that their day had :passed. 

They hated the pr ogress that had come into the 

west---especially the fences and railroads--

because it robbed them of their occupation. 

Bro11c. Peele~ sings: 

I hate to see the wire fence 

A-closin' up the range; 

And all this filling .in the trail 

With people that is strange. 

We fellers dqn't know how to :pi:hough 

Nor reap the golden grain; 

But to round up steers and brand the cows 

·Tos us was allus plain35 

"The Railroad Corral" ends hoµelessly: 

But the longest day·must reach evening at last, 

The hills are all climbed, the creeks all past; 

The tired herd droops in the yellowing light; 

Let them loaf if they will, for the railroad's 

in sight. 36 · 

Such a body of fol~ lore the cowboys have 

lett us. Time will determine its worth, but the 

· 35. "Br 011cPeeler' s Song" in Thorp 1 s Songs of the 
Cowboys, p. 11. 

36. Throp's Songs of the Cowboys, p. 132. 



oowboy himself will always be to the Ame? ic-an 

people a .romantic, lovable figure who has 

passed on. 

The cowboys and the longhorns 

Who J;S.rtnered in eighty-four 

Have gone to their last great round-up 

Ove.r on the other sho.r e. 37 

37. "The Last Longhorn" in Lomax's Cowboy Songs. 
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Chapter IV 

POEMS ON :PRAIRIE LIFE 

Until the coming of the settlers the 

:population of the prairie was a shifting one. 

Roaming tribes of Indi~ns once put up their 
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tepees along the streams, hunted the game in the 

vicinty, and from behind cover shot doym the white 

men who drifted into sight. They ~ought desperately 

po save their hunting grounds from the white invaders; 

but e. relentless government ·sent the tribes farther 

west, and the few stragglerB who remained were 

killed, adopted by tbe whites, or gradually slunk 

away. Then the prairie became a cattle land, and on 

the wide unfenced ranges cowboys rode endlessly over 

sa.gebrushed hills and through hot stretches of sand. 

At night they slept with their herds under the stars 

to weird music frunished by yelping coyotes and 

hooting prairie owls. Then came--

barbed wire! 

It broke the free range, sent the cowman west, 

Cowboys in dimmer distance, riding, riding 

Into rich sunset light wheno.e lingering notes 

Drift over dusky distances of trail! 1 

1. "Barbed Wire" in Edwin Foxd J?iper's Barbed Wire and 
Other Poems, p. 13. 
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Besides Indians and· cowboys, ther·e were 

scouts, men and TIOmen outlaws, traders, and forty-

niners who diifted about on the prairie or passed 

through it and thus added to the thrill of its 

history. But these, too, wemt when the settlers 

came and robbed the pxair ie of a great deal of its 

~omance. Life on the ~lains began to grow prosaic. 

The joys of the beginning of settlement---the long 

move westward, camping by the roadside in a vast, 

endless world, building a picturesque sod shanty, 

and starting a new home in a heretofore romantic 

land---were, often, too soon forgotten in a grim 

realistic fight for bare life---a fight made 

desperate by the fearful lurking idea that it 

might be a losing one. The strenuous, grinding 

toil under a seemingly pitiless Providence. was 

depressing, soul-deadening. Drouths, floods, 

grasshoppers, and chinch-bugs came and devastated 

the land, destroying every possible effect of the 

strained, unceasin~ labor. Those who could went 

back to their homes in· the east; some received 

help; and others etru:ved in the wilderness. Theough 

suffering, strain, and overwork men became brutal, 

feelingless. Women were crazed by the awful loneliness 

and barrenness and became lifeless, slovenly, and 

shrewish. Children grew big-eyed and wondered what 
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life held for them, and what the world outside of 

this stretch of lend was like. The tales in their 

histo.ries and geogxaphies they scarcely dreamed of 

taking for the truth, and those told them bJr their 

fathers and mothers of times 'back eastP were 

almost as unbelievable. Life was too big and 

st.range for them. Work was the on~y reality, and 

they did too much of it and grew old before their 

time. 

Necessarily the emphasis in frontier life 

was almost entirely physical. Life became a fight 

for bread---usually not for one or two, but for a 

fast-increasing family. Naturally this strenuous 

physical .struggle was destructive to idealism, to 

appreciation of finer things. The settlers were 

engrossed by a materialism which yet persistently 

hangs on to prairie people, and will continue to 

do so until the £ruit of the land can be extracted 

with less labor. 

For this extreme practicality the plains-

men have been much satirized in modern literature---

moxe in fiction than in poetry. In fact, not much 

poetry has ·been written about prairie life until 

very recently. In a new land a literature must 
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have time to grow out of the life the~e, and 

men must first succeed in wresting suppo~t from 

the wilderness before they can actually begin to 

live---to build up the social life out of which 

literature grows. The first ~ioneers conquered the 

land; their hands and minds were busy·with the 

tasks that had to be done. ::aut ;now a more leisurely 

time has come to the West, and p~ts are allowed 

the free use of their gifts. As a result, the body 

of prairie poetry is rapidly growing. The poets, 

like the contemporary novelists; have begun to 

picture Western life; and many of, them do it as JEE 

bitterly and realistically. There are, however, 

a few poets yet remaining who have been inspired 

by the land. itself---men who learned to love the 
~ 

land us they battled' with it. It is fromfuuch poets 
........... 

that we get sympathetic, appreciative pic~tures of 

early life on the plains. 

Edwin Ford Piper, the chief poet of 

frontier life, is not a satirist at all, but a 

man whose understanding heart is full of kee~ 

sympathy for the strong men who fought with the 

wilderness. Eis parents came wast in the wake 

of the early ~ioneers; and the peet was born 
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in Auburn, Nebraska, February 8, 1871. The 

family was engaged in farming and stock raising 

and was so successful in the cattle business tbat 

need of more grazing groWld kept them continually 

moving westward with the he rd and the covered wagon. 

The boy himself practically grew·up in the saddle. 

Range life did not keep him from sohool, 

though, as it did many others. In 1900 he reoeived 

his A.M. from the University of Nebraska ~nd became 

an instructor in English in that school. After 

two years he went to Harvard and in 1905 began 

teaching in the University of Iowa, where he is yet. 

Fr om 1898 to 1902 hew as one of the editors of 

The Kiote, a literary magaz.ine published in Lincoln, 

Nebraska.. Among his chief interests are pioneer 

life and folk-lore of the Middle West. The "Bo.rbed"l~ 

Wiren country, which is the setting of his poetry, 

is Nebraska as it was in the early eighties. 

Mr. :Pi-per is not e. grim realist. He 

believes that underneath the roughness, the uncouth-

ness of the pioneer exterior, the finer feelings 

were kept alive. ?erhaps his own life proves his 

belief. His soul was not deadened, but developed by 

tba life on the plains and he did not fail to see a 
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of romance in the toil and loneliness. In 

his unornamented :piotuxes ·of the country, the 

life, and the homely little incidents one can 

feel a kindly, appreciative sp.irit. His 'Poems 

are a sort of ~p.ioal l'eoord of the gxadual 

filling up of the prairie. He pictures the 

immigrants, the comir~g of c~ vilizat ion, the 

going of the· cowboys, and the joys and sorrows 

in~he lives of the settlers. For this frontier 

chronicle he chooses significant, typical 

incidents and saturates their description with 

the peculiar flavor of the region. The native 

tung ia rarely missing, and sympathy never is. 

In his unhappy pictures is no hint of bitterness 

nor cynicism. He understands and loves the people 

of who'" he writ es. 

The f.orm of Mr. Piper's verse has been 

criticized much more than the spirit or content. 

Most of his poems are narrative--~a ·Very condensed 

narrative. A good example of ~his extreme con-

densation is "Custos Musaruni". 

Judge· said she must go in---

She 's a good looker. 

They took the kid away---

If she was only---
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I got a.modern home. 

Keep a baby in her arms, raise boosters---

Well, I'm a little old. 

Better quit 

Thinkin' 

Low down family. 

We can't have folks like that a-runnin loose. 2 

Nelson Antrim Crawford says Mr. Piper's 

verses lack spritual intensity---that his rhythmic 

patterns sre too restricted for his subject, und 

the result is a. slight awkwardness in the handling 

of his verse. lVIr. Crawford thinks an increased 

sureness, a willingness ~be -swept on by strong 

currents, would help Mr. Piper. 3 Ma.r:v Austin says 

his poems have the native gesture but fail in lyric 

spring. She says his verse seldom 'lets itstelf 

out~.4 

Mr. Piper is also a lecturer of so:-ne note. 

Audiences delight especially in hearing him read 

his own poems. Louise Townsend Nicholl, the. editor 

2. Paintrock Road, p. 83. 

3. Poetry~l31:91-4, Nov. 1927. 

4~ Southwest Review, 424:255-258, Winter, 1928. 
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of The Measure, says: "Epics ( and that is what 

his poems really are---epics of the builders and 

trampers of the I~lfiddle west) should ·be :r:es.d just 

as he reads them •••• gravely, almost drawlingly, 

so that no part of the humor and monotony and the 

sa.dne ss and vigor of his themes shall be lost, 

and with bits of chanting song woven ih--~bits 

which come as suddenly and ·inevitably as the 

rhythm of a brook or a galloping horse 1 s ~.eet. 

With his words and his voice he creates something 

new from something old, something hauntingly 

lovely, magically stirring from things which seem 

to other than poets dull and flat. Mr •. Piper 

has caught the melody, the cadence . of the Middle 

west".6 

There are rreny poets who occasionally 

write on prairie life, but none who give ·it such 

entire attentio~s does Mr. Piper. C.L. Edson 

has a little volume entitled Prairie Fire in 

which he attempts a yet larger task than Mr.· 

Piper undertook---"To cover the entire history 

of the prairie from the coming of the white people 

5. The Measure, New York City, Oct. 7, 1921. 
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down to the reconciliation after the close of the 

S t . 1, n 6 ec iona ,, ar. J.lr. Edson 1 s verses are not 

chiefly concerned with the· homely, everyday 

indidents of pioneer life, but rather with the 

national sectional interests, .Many of his poems 

deal with the days preceding the Civil War. He 

has' however' some very rea1is1tc pictures of home 

life. There is more bitterness and less apprecia-

tion in his verses than in Mr. Piper's. 

There is scarcely a phase of eurl~ 

prairie life that has not been pictured b:y con-

temporary poets. It seems, though, that they heve 

shied from attempting descriptions of Indian life 

except by transcriptions of Indian poetry. Perhaps 

the life of the red men does not admit of the 

realistic treatment 51' po-pular today. Even C.L. 

EdsolID. in his panoramic history has no description 

of an Indian attack. The best Indian picture I 

have been able to find is "The Painted God" b:v May 

KcKee, written in honor of Sitting Bull, the chief 

in the fight against Custer. The poem shows the 

Indians' hatred of the White men and their right 

6. Introduction. 
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to hate. 

I am a Sioux! 

M:v fathexs we.re the .rulers of Dakotah: 

The Pale Faces have made their children slaves! 

The W~ite man came for Qold! 

We did not want him! 

H.e took our lands. 

We did not wish to fight! 

But were ·we squaws? 

Refuse protection of our homes? Our country? 

He saw not the lustre of the sunset; 

He saw Gold 

He heeded not the .trenzied winds--the passion 

tears of heaven; 

He scorned the bleeding hills--the death-cry 

of the pines; 

Laughed at their wounds--mocked at their agony; 

He wanted Gold& 

Did he keep peace? His treaties? 

No L.~ He wanted Gold! 

What law have I broken? 

Is it wxong for me to· love my own? 

Is it wicked in me because my skin is .red? 
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:Because I gm a Sioux? 

Because I was born where my fathers lived? 

Because I would die for my :people and my c ou.:atry? 

They tell w.ou I murdered Custer. 

It is a lie! 

His eyes were blinded and he could not see. 

He was a fool and he rode to death. 

He made a fight, not I. 

Whoever tells you I killed the Yellow Hair is 

a liar~! 

I want only this remembered. 

I was the last man of my tribe to give up my 

rifle. 

I have spoken. 7 

The outlaws, whose names seem to have been 

b~rwords among the prairie dwellers, have received due 

attention in the-poetry of the West. N. Howard Thorp 

lists the most nototious women outlaws in a ballad. 

Ther c 1 s a touch of human pathos 

A glamour of the West, 

Round the names of women outlaws 

Who have now gone to their rest---

71. Pasque Petals, Feb. 1928. 
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Branche Sue, Belle Star, and Shudders, 

Pike Kate, and Altar Doane, 

CB.la.mi ty Jane, Sister Cum.rnings, 

And the Rose of Cimmarpn. 8 

A~ong the other transient prairie folk 

immortalized in song, was the 'pilgrim crew' on 

the Oregon Trail. 

Desert Stllls and thxoats o' dust, 

But we riever stop; 
~ 

Woman-folks are knittin' as they ride. 9 

Camping, the coffee pot, and bacon were important 

poetical items in the songs of these Oregon Trail 

pilgrims. 

Dear loving-cup of out-0 1 -doors, 

And history in every spot 

Has battered you, old ·coffee pot. 

Oh, black Eandora-box of dreams! lO 

As the preceding cha_pte:r telle, the cowboy 

sang his own songs and then disappeared and left his 

range to the incoming settlers. 

8. 11Women Outlawsff in Songs of the Cowboys, p. 170. 

9. non the Oregon Trail" in Badger Clark's Sun and 
Saddle Leather, p. 156. 

10. "The Old Camp Coffee-Pot" in ibid, p. 185. 



Historians have written much of the 

days of settlement but have rarely taken pa.ins 
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-to portray the details of the actual everyday 

life of the homesteaders. Histories are chiefly 

objective, and life is not. Poets have entered 

the hearts of people and f'el.t with them. They 

know what little homely incidents meam. in the 

lives of lonely peeple; and because they do, they 

write truer·~ history---a sort of soul-histol'.Y· 

By suggestive. thought-stirring pictures the 

Western poets have att~~pted to.give us such a 

sketch of pioneer 1 if e. Not the human.,ne-ss of 

Edwin Ford Piper's picture of "The Movers" 

WestvH:i.rd c:reeps 

The jolting prairie schooner and its wheels 

Talk on the axle while the sweating bays 

D:raw sturdily, nodding their patient heads. 

Humped on his spring seat 'neath the canvas roof, 

The bearded, weather-beaten driver guides 

With slackened line. An eager boy and gi:rl--. 

The lass with ~yellow curls, the lad well tanned--

Peer close beside him. From the hidden depths 

Comes the low crooning of a lullaby.11 

11. Barbed Wire and Other Po ems, p. 1. 
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What does the wilderness hold for this eager, 

lovable family? C.L. Edson in Erairie Fire 

has several poems on the family life of the early 

homesteaders---of men bringing young brides to 

wilt away in the desert. His pictures are 

depressingly pa.thetic---women crazed by loneliness, 

men desperate with hopelessness, and babies-borri 

into hovels to such hopeless, crazed parents. 

Edwin For·d .Piper's pictures are moxe cheerful, for 

always 

love strode in to lighten evil days, 

And souls gre·w large with human sympathy. 18 

He gives us tragedies, too, but his men live and 

work. They build homes, dig wells, and bxeak sod. 

The wagon rattles in the frosty air 

Along the level prairie road that swings 

To the low, dark bulk whereon the sodded roof 

Bristles with meagex, winter-beaten weeds. 

Before it, ranks of whip-like txees stand gua~d; 

Behind lie cribs, straw sheds, the well, the 

woodpile, 

And th~ garden square fenced in by a gooseberry 

hedge 

From weathexing stalk and stubble. 13 

12. "The Neighborhood" in Barbed Wire and Other .Poems, p.78. 

13. "The Sod House" in Barbed Wire and Other Poems, p. 22 •. 
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the sweating bays plod on, 

And that black ribbon at the ploughtail rolls 

Beside its drier neighbor. 14 

But this pleasant home-building time did 

not·1ast. Calamitites came thronging upon the 

settlexs. During the crop-growing sea.son came 

"The Dr ou.ght". 

The light of noon comes reddened from a sky 

A-blur with dust; the irritable wind 

Burns on your cheek, and leans against your 

garments 

Like a hot iron • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

The sun glares, 

The wind drones and make~ dirty all the sky. 

The horses acarcely fight the vicious flies. 
. 15 This is departure, but there are who stay. 

and then "The Grasshoppers": 

that clinging, hopping horde 

Made the earth crawl. With slobbery mouths, 

All leafage, woody twig, and grain, and grass, 

They utterly
1

consumed, leaving the land abominable. 

14. nBreaking Sod" in Barbed Wire -and. Other Poems, :p. 21. 

15. Edwin Ford Piper's Barbed Wire and other Poems, p. 24. 
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•••••••••• 

Man and boy turn from the oats and the vigorous 

or chard; 

But as they go the lad is looking. looking 

To see, high up, like gnats, the winged millions 

Moving across the sun. 16 

When corn do es finally gr ow, 'it is .:practically 

woxthless---·~nly "Ten Cents a Bushel" and 

three trips to town 

Is all a team can stand. 17 

So the corn must mold and rot and be burned in the 

ki tohen stove, and yet the note and "the thX.eeh~pe.r 

cent a month" 16 must be paid. 

Other despairing incidents occur in Piper's 

poems. A baby is siok and the doctor far away; as 

the father rides miles and miles over the prairie to 

get the doctor, a tramp comes to add to the watching 

mother's anguish. A neighbor woman, crazed by the 

loneliness, is found dead in he.r ao,d shanty. A boy 

is attacked by rustlers and barely escapes alive. 

There are bullies, claim-jumpers, and cattle theives; 

but always 

there are who stay 18 

16. Edwin Ford Pi-per 1 s Barbed Wire and Other Poems, :p.32 
17. n n · ,. n n n If n . . If , p • 42 
18. "The Drought" in Piper's Bar bed Wire and Othex 

Poems, pl 24. 
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It is a re lief to find that those who 

lived through such times were able to be happy 

afterwards. Hope yet remained; they began the 

struggle a.new. Soon we hear again: 

the click of guard and sickle and the 

flails that tuxn again, 

A~a drover's shout, and snaµ of whips and 

creak of horses' tugs. 19 

and see 

the cultivator-shovels are a'goingin' 

through the dirt • 

•. . . . . . . . . . .. 
And then an apron waving nearly half a mile away, 

It 1 s dinner time, I think there'll be some 

rhubarb-pie today. 20 

In April comes 

Seed time and weed time and cattle out to grass, 

Women-folk a-settin' hens and plantin' garden sase. 21 

.19. "The Promise of Bread" by C.L. Edson in Willa.rd 
Wattles's Sunflowers, p. 60. 

20. "Plowing Corn in Kansas" in V/illaxd Wattles's 
Sunflowers, p. 78. 

21. "The Neighborhoodn in Willard Wattles's Sunflowers, 
p. 115. 
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People are not wont to be unhappy .while 

they work, and thus the pionee:rs soon grew more 

eager and light of heart. With the ·:renewed hope 

came a spirit of s oci ability. Men wanted hu..rn.an 

contacts. Their hearts yearned for friendly 

fellmvship. Often families drove miles and miles 

over the prairie in farm wagons to visit their 

nearest neighbors, and then 

]'ell ow ship 

Budded and blossomed into a school-church. ·22 

SchoolsJchurches, and village~ sp:rang up. They 

became chiefly vi_si ting centers, and through them 

the social spi:r:it grew. There were "literaiies", 

basket suppers, Fourth of July :pic:nics, play parties; 

end not the least of the social gatherings was 

"Butchering Dayn. 

The phases of this development have been 

graphically describe~ by the poets. Edwin Ford 

Piper's pictures are again the most lifelike and the 

most numerous. At the church 

women alight and enter, while the men 

Tie sweating teams to the much gnawed hitching 

posts. 

22. "The Neighboxhood" in Pi-par's Barbed Wire and Other 
Poems, p. 76. 
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How drowsily the horses stamp at flies! 

The land.scape wavers in the shimmering heat. 

'The pine pews 

Are filled with settlers. Men with grizzled 

beards, 

And faces weathered rough by sun and wind--

Wind that· would tear down gravite--listless 

stand, 

Awkwardly easing muscles now relaxed 

Longer than is their· use. The women move 

Graceful and gracious, whether pale or tanned, 

Thin, nervous, or in ros~Y. health. Their eyes 

Are bright, and bearing cheerful. Least at ease 

Are growing boys and girls.· Wela,.omes go ro trr1d, 

And gossips buzz until the organ wails 

The slow, sad measures of the opening hymn. 23 

Within "the little, low, log schoolhouse by the creek" 

are 

J?ine t'a..b)es in four rows, benches to watch, 

Incipiently notched; a joyous map, 

A painted blackboard; 

••••••••••• 

The bell calls, 

And the tanned children in coarse, home-made 

cloths 

23. nThe Church" in Barbed Wire and Qt her Poems, p. 49. 
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Come clattering to stow head-gear on the hooks 

Above the baskets, tiptoe to the seats, 

Sing, hear the Bible, fall to study fast. 

Jimmie's worn shoes must dangle in mid-air 

As he prints with pride old news about the cat; 

Here dark curls with red ribbons shake and bob 

As Susie struggles with her fraction sums; 

Here :Philip's mouth is grim as he tears apart 

Some tough old sentence, settling word and word 

On the painful diagram. Here Johnnie sits 

E!U4aptured with the animals and trees, 

Cities and ships and wondrotis waterfalls 

Of the big geography, while up in front 
2A. A class drones heavily through Paul Revere .... 

The ~icture is not unlike the prairie schools of 

tod.ay. .The time spent in that little sod school-

house was evidently a pleasant one, for the 
1 schoolmistress 1 went away with happy memories. 

The towns in pioneer days were bare, 

unsightly places. Often they were merely 1 straggling 

streets~, where farmers' teams stamped drowsily at 

flies! But when 'they were·frequented by troublesome 

stragglers of by-gone-days---' st:cutters whose combs 

24. "The Schoolmist:cess" in Ba:cbed Wire and Other 
Poems , p. 34.'. 
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demanded cutting' 25-~they became more than that. 

And in the fall when people came miles ond miles 

'to stock up for the winter', these barren little 

villages became gossiping centers·, too. 

Box suppers were frequent gatherings in 

pioneer days. M:r. Fiper gives a lively description 

of one in a poem entitled"Karicko". :Dhe chuxoh 

needed paint and a nevv shingle roof, and the money 

was to be .raised by the sale of the baskets the 

ladies had brought. The whole neighborhood was therQ. 

While 

In front the older gossipry. 

--------------- and farther back 
Colo':i:ful boys and girls. 

bass and treble 
26 .. ~re rival ling in rich and rolling laughters, 

the auctioneer mysteriously unwraps and assort s the 

baskets, and then begins in an oratorical voice 

pleading with the bidders for 'the Half! the quarte~l 

fifty cents! ' And with that evening's events began 

Kar icko' s love tale. 

25. nJoe Taylor" in Piper's Barbed Wire and Other 
:Poems, p. 100. 

26. Eaintrock ?.oad, p. 46. 
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Early "li terar ies" were - su:pp-o.rted by 

two c la.sees of :people---those who/v.~· a~ted amuse-

ment end those who actual.ly longed for literary 

development. In pioneer times they were conducted 

chiefly by the ambitious, enterprising group; 

and through\ them the community often discovered 

its leaders. Pi-per has a lifelike description of 

one of these gatherings. :Mrs. Dwiggins urged its 

organization; a.nd Pettigrew, whose nbony face" was 

as stee~ped in sourness 

As if his S'oul were lined with colic-cramp, 

"Helped by objecting".. The woman won; her husband 

was elected president and delivered an oratorical 

inaugural address, which won great applause even 
' tl 

though'many hinted that a woman wrote if for him. 

The rest of the program P_i:Qer 9-~~~ribes thus: 

two sisters sang; 

Their voices overflowed the little room, 

The bell-like alto lifting hopeless grief 

Till many eyes had tears. Next, children spoke 

Breitmann and Carleton ballads. 

A recess 

'Young lads r·ushed out for moonlit pullaway; 

The organ drew the singers: Vacant Ohair, 
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The Little Old Sod Shanty, Billy Boy; 

·Tenting To-Night, Sweet Afton, Rosy Nell, 

And Rocking on the Billows had their turns; 

Then business meeting. 27 

Play parties \~ve.r.e very· popular. Recently 

the Folk-lore Society has made various collections 

of the play-party songs of different sections of 

the Middle West, and has diacover ed that the:re. is 

little variation in the songs that were used in 

different localities. The play parties were 

sanctioned by ministers and conscientious parents 

who strenuously _o.bjected to the dance. They were 

much simpler ---much le:ss trouble; no pre:po.r ut ion 

was necessary, for the games.were practioaily the 

same each time and were us.ually played outdoors in 

the moonlight. Mr. Piper has an interesting picture 

of the 3oung people who c;a.rne. 

Nell Davis trips in first, 

A lively blonde with nose tip-tilted; clumps 

In her tow a bashful youth whose shiny face 

Displays its freckles as gooseberry jam 

Makes show of seeds; i~ow enters Arabella, 

The cowgirl who can conquer a wild ~ony; 

27. "Mister Tiwigginsn in Barbed VHre and Other Poems, p. 88. 
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Sam Biole t, consc io qs of his first mustache, 

With him his sisters, ~lla, Jessie, just 

Arrived last week from Elgin, Illinois, 

Ready of laugh and work; three giantesses, 

Blonde, tanned, the Andersons; they till the 

Having no brothers'· 

The list continues until 

fields, 

The house 

Grows crowded, guests move to the moonli,~~.::.grass, 

Where laughters rise, and mer:ry voices chat in 

lively melody • 

. Joe Lawrence calls, 

"Your partners! Form the lines for Old Brass 

Wagon 11 • 

Besides Old Braes Wagon they play other "weaving-

shuttlingn games---Down in Alabama, Happy Miller, 

We're Marching Round the Fence; and 

The moon is rolling half-way down the sky 

When the last wagon rumbles to the road;28 

Children play a reasonably important part 

in the poetry of the prairie. We see them peering 

wonderingly from covered wagons, tri:pping happily 

28. "The J?art~7" in Barbed Wire and Other .Poems, p. 105. 
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to school with dangling dinne:r-pails, hoeing 

sunflowers in the corn, straddling the gentle 

'family horse',· carrying water-jugs, and throwing 

clods at gophers. Hunting was a favorite pastime 

of the young ~ioneers. Selden Lincoln Whitcomb 

in his Poem "Jackxabbi ts of Dakota" has given us 

a _picture of one of these small hunters in his 

ha ti ve haunt: 

Catftiously the settler's boy 

Creeps in the cornfield, 

With· his gun all ready. 

Soon he sinks, aims with care---

A sudden flash and then report 

Over the vast, unfenced prairiE .• 

Over the brown grasses of late November, 

Leaps a figur, white as falling snow, 

Into the distance. 29 

Life on the prairie now is not entirely 

different fr~~ that piatured by Edwin Ford Piper. 

The extremely hard times have passed, sod shanties 

have disappeared, and there are more trees and less 

loneliness. 

29. "Pasque Petals, :Nov. 1927. 
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~nd yet most of our modern poets seemingly fail 

to see the 

subtler beauty undexneath 

the ugliness. 30 

Willa.rd wattles at times has a decided 'praix ie 

feeling', a'pulling at his hea~t-strings'; and 

there are others who do. But more o+ them persist 

in stressing the lack of idealism and the material-

ism of the prairie people. They show picture after 

pictuxe of tired, sweating men toilping incessantly 

under a mercilessly hot sun, mothers broken down 

by toil end child-bearing, slatternly lifeless 

drudges, self-satisfied igµoranoe, suppressed 

childhood, and big barns and littie houses. They 

make the life of the prairie people consist of their 

toil and its consequent getting of money, more land, 

oows, .. and horses. J.G. Sigmund in "Loam Bound" gives 

us the modern poets' idea of the plainsman's 

philso:tphy: 

."The house can wait; the barn comes first" he said, 

"A barn will build a house but houses won't 
'< 

Bring livestoc~ that will pay for building barns". 

30. "Harry Kemp" in Willard ,Wattles' s Sv.nflower s, p. 160. 
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The logic of the country side was his 

Because no other kind would bring hi:n land. 31 

Naturally such a ·philso~ophy would necessitate 

pictures of busy prosperity, and there are many 

of them: 

Now his b:coad acres spread and ripple off, 

Marked by a line of marching corn and cane; 

Great barns are hunched about his µiounds of hay-·-

Fat cattle stand and low at feeding time--

His hills are greening from their gifts of grain.32 

Carl Sandburg's description of Omaha is typical. 

Red barns and red heifers spot the green grass 

circles around 

Omaha---the faxmers haul tanks of cream and 

wagon loads of cheese 

••••••••••• 

Omaha, the :roughneck, feeds. armies, 

Eats and swears from a dirty fece. 
33 Omaha works to get the world a breakfast. 

C.L. Edson shows us a threshing scene. 

~ith toiling and tugging, and lifting and lugging, 

31 • The :Midland, 522: 113-116, April 1927. 

32. "Retured" by J.G. Sigmund in The Midland, 310:324, s. '24. 

33. "Omaha" in Louis Untermeyer's Recent American Poet:ry, 
p. 252. 
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They belt the steam engine that's wheezing and 

·chtt.gging---

And pitchforks are gleaming and laborers laugh, 

?reparing to hurry the wheat from the .chaff • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
. While creaking and turning and slapping and 

churning, 

1.'he be·l ted red thresher has lisped out its 

yearning---

Has mumbled its hunger in mournfullest note, 

And the first sheaf is ground in its ravenous 

throat. 34 

This picture is unlike anything in Edwin Ford Eiper 1 s 

works, for gangs of men t'oiling with tugging machines 

were more rare then. Walt 1Y\:J.q~gx.n says the only farm 

machinery that we yet need is "a contraption that will 
~ 

teach the calves to drink". 35 

In the unceasing toil which the p:rair ie 

demands of its :people, ev~n Willard wattles fails to 

see any poetry. 

You'd like to kill the.poet who slops 

over at the mouth 

When the gentle A~gust zephyrs come hell-

blazing from the south; 

34. "Thxeshing Time" in Willard Wattles 1 s Stmflowe:rs, P• 132. 

35. ":h1arm Machinery" in Vlilla.rd.Wattles's Sunflowers n.87.· . . . , -
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You 1 d like to set him pumping when the wind~ 

mill wheel is dead 

And you have to furnish water for your thirtstJ 

hundred head; 

When you.sluice your: heaving porkers with coli 

water all day long 

You could massacre the minstrel who would ~et 

the thing in song. 36 

The pictures o:f contemporary home life on 

the prairie are, it. seems to me, rather one-sided and 

unfair. There are homes where people live in filth 

and barrenness, in self-satisfied ignorance, and in 

absolute drudgery; but such homes are hardly typical 

except in the Russian settl.ements. There are, 

perhaps, as many homes in which the inmates are 

wide-awake, intelligent, ambitious people, who 

think and act and feel as other men do. Below there 

are several of the gloomY. home s~cenes sketched by 

conte.mpo:rary poets. 

A mother many.times, again her hour has come 

To endure travail, to add a child 

To that be.re household, where o. crowding brood 

Contend for primal needs. 

35. "Harry Kemp" in Willa.rd Wattles's Sunflowers, p. 158. 
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The doctor faces his gxim work alone, 

Ready to·match his kindly.care, the skill 

Won through lon~ yea;s of work 

Against life's m~stery of birth. 

No whi~e-capped nurse is there, no shining 

surgical device; 

Only a low, hard bed of straw, worn quilts, 

The sputter of a coal oil lamp. 37 .. 

Nell Lewis Woods makes the picture more bitter yet. 
11 The Man" had loved Agnes, who married anothe.r. 

\ . . \ . 
Since then twenty years had passed,;· and he had 

not seen her. Now he th~nks ~he loves Lorain, 

but to be certain a·f it, he must get a glimpse of 

Agnes. 

I knocked at the back door:--

A slattern opened it; 

Filthy dress, scraggly hair, feet in old· 

over shoes; 

• • • • • • • • • • • 

In a flash I knew Lorain had no rival 1 

Agnes did not recognize me; so I inquired 

the way to the nearest section line road, 

And swiftly left; 

Freed of a love hang-over of~twenty years. 

37. "The Country Doctor" by ?er le De Vol Evans in 1vfiss 
Hoope '.~ Contemporary Kansas :Poetry, p. 57. 
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This is what the woman said: 

He came today; thank God he did not know me; 

It was butchering time, ·and I was cleaning 

hog guts 

For sausage casings. 

I am a broken toothed hQg at thirty-eight. 38 

Helen Rhoda Hoopes' s home scene in nThe Winter 

Twilight on the Victory Highway" is not unmap:py; 

but note the smug. self-satisfaction: 

So busy is every living creature 

In the little house and in the big barn 

That not one of them cares a flip about Jurgen, 

Or the marriage problem, 

Or life at Deanville, 

Or the tendencies of modern fiction, 

Or "Sweeney among the· nightingales". 

Nor would they care even if they knew about 

such tiresome things, 

For he.re at home, 

New things are always going to happen, 

Really intoxicating things, 

They are going to get a new c~.r, maybe, and a 

washing machine ; 

And L?-dY will have another Jersey calf. 

38. c"Who Does Not Love" in Helen Rhoda Hoopes's 
ontemporary Kansas Poetry, p. 132. 
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Soon they will have to move the old baby into 

the crib! 

.tl.nd make the cradle ready for the new babjf. 

They will plow the west seven acres, and get 

more stock; 

They will buy new dishes, and a rug for the 

front room, 

An~ get a loud speaker. 39 

The happy, cheerful pi.ctures of people with 

life Bnd vision are not so numerous, but there are 

some. Vachel Lindsay in his tour th~ough the West 

saw not only 'little houses and big barns' but real 

men. 

Into the acres of the newborn state 

He poured hie. st.rength, and plowed his ancient 

name, 

And, when the tradexs followed him, he stood 

Towering above their furtive souls and tame. 

That brow without a stain, that fearless eJ~ 

Oft left the passing stranger wondering, 

To find such knighthood in a sprawling land, 

To see a democrat well-nigh a king. 40 

39. Contempoxa.ry Kansas Poetry, p. 66. 

40. "The Proud Farmer" in General William Booth, p. 111. 
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1'illllie Pike Greenwood, v;ho is the mother of four 

children and was for fourteen ~..:ears an Ida.ho 

ranchma.n' s ·wife, shows tba. t the toil the prairie 

demands does not take all the poetry out of life. 

In "The Farmer's Wife and Her Poem" she gives her 

"excuse for not being fe.mous". 

When I was young I used to write, and so I 

shall again, ---

(But I must start the fire at once for 

dinner for the men.} 

I' 11 write about last night: the· clouds were 

billowing up the sky 

(I cannot get the oven hot enough to bake 

this pie) 

The moon was like a. wistful bride, so tender 

and so true, ---

(These biscuits will be just the thing to 

serve with chicken stew.) 

. As tr1pugh the aisle of blouds she went, her 

veil a floating mist--

(Barbed wire, Joe? Don't cry, my boy; I'll 

iodine your wrist. ) 41 

So the poem continues. The work wins the race, but 

she still plans to finish the poem sometime. Perhaps 

41. A Pamphlet, This My Song. 
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prairie life as ~ whole is such a race; and work 

is winning because it must be done, but underneath~ 

the poetic vision and drean~ of finer things 

remain keenl~r alive. .A.nd perhaps those who are 

answering the prairies demands---who "work to get 

the world a breakfae.tn42---will some day receive 

due attention, even in poetry, for thus faithfully 

performing their. part of life's demands. Eoeta 

will sometime again see "The subtler beauty under-

neath the ugliness" 43 and do for contempo.rary 

prairie life what Piper has done for t-fiB. pioneex life. 

The prairie is yet in a st~ge of progress and in its 

unfolding will continue to· open new vistas to eager 

poets. In a sketch of the evolution of the prairie 

J.C. Lindberg reviews life on the plains and 

exultantly prophesies "A. Be.ttex Da.yn. 

I AM THE PRAIRIE SINGER 

I am the Prairie Singer--

The ghos~ of the days that were; 

! am the voice of the long-forgotten past, 

I am the cry since time began. 

42. A Pamphlet, This My Song. 

43. Ibid , 30 • 
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I sing the chaos before creatioqvas 

When mists blew vagrantly across·the deep; 

Primordial life whose fossil prin~s remain, 

Uncovered from ten thousand years of sleep. 

Primeval days I sing, when dinos&urs 

And wilder beasts fought for supremacy--

When glaciers, iike elow, creeping monsters, crawled 

Across the plains and buried all within 

Their cold embrace. 

I sing the untold stretch of centuries--

Not yet so far away but echoes bound 

Across wide, troubled spaces, 

From legendary places--

The golden age of buffalo and deer, 

The stern, idyllic days of tepee loves 

And hates, of tribal \)ars--these, too I sing. 

I sing forgotten trails of pioneers--

A silent memo.:ry to those who heard 

The first, far call of virgin promises; 

The broken wheel, the porous, whitening bones--

Ghastly relics of a day now gone. 
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Unnumbered miles of waving ~rain, I sing; 

Sleek cattle grazing on a thousand hills, 

Broad-streeted cities, busy 'thoroughfares--

And over o.11 a benediction reigns. 

Old orders change, new systems take their place--

These, too, I sing. 

I am the hoarse, receding cry of Yesterday; 

I am the passionate voice of the Elusive Now; 

I am the exultant prophecy_ of a Better nay--

I am the Prairie Singer. 44 

44. (.Author 1 s :Man user ipt) 
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Chapter V 

LYRICS ON NATURE IN THE PRAIRIE 

The poets who write on nature in the 

prairie .region must necessarily be original, for 

rarely bas anyone before them attempted t.o picture 

a land so devoid of conventional beauty. The 

charm of the prairie iies chiefly in it.s immensity 

and barrenness. The only beauty a new land can 

boast is such beauty as is intrinsic in wildness. 

A typical prairie ·land doe .. s not consist of beauti-

fully level blue-grass meadows a-blaze with many-hued 

flovvers and intersected by purling, bubbling brooks. 

Nor is it a land of well-kept lawns bordered with 

rank growths of shrubs and surrounded by spreading 

elms and towering pines alive with bi~d music. It 

is rather a vast empty waste stretching monotonously 

away into distances blurred by quivering heat 

waves---a brown, dusty landscape covered with sage-

brush, thistles, milkweeds, and sandburrs. Here and 

there are bare yellow sandhills towerL.ig above the 

sagebrushed knolls seemingly proud to display their 

clean, wind-rippled surfaces. There a.re rattlesnakes, 

wheezing insects, long-legged jackrabbits, hooting 

owls! and yelping coyotes and prairie dogs. Very 

frequently came droughts, windstorms, and sand-storms. 
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Often the land seems entirely devoid of beauty. 

Such an untamed, primitive world it 

is that· has become so prominent .in Western. poetry. 

In this native wildness is a xaw, elemental 

beauty that naturally appeals to poetic hearts. 

The present eager search for fresh, unconventional 

subject matter has, of course, added to the popularity 

of the prairie in recent poetry. 

In the lyrics are expressions and figures 

as fresh and unconventional as the beauty that is 

being pictured. The best of the poems are spon-

taneous lyrical outbursts prompted b~' an emC?tion 

the land has instilled into the poets. Many are 

large, impr ession·ist ic pictures r·ath~r than 

desori~tions centered on one singular aspect of 

the region. The\life on the pre.irie--the animal 

and vegetable gxowth--is so natural a part of the 

landscape that many p~ems in the~selves give a 

very complete.picture of prairie natuxe. 

There are no prairie poets who have 

devoted t hems elves par tic ule.:rly to nature, but 

ther~ are very many who are now and then prompted 

to write nature lyrics. The Western poetr:y ma·gaz_ines 

have given an impetus to. pr?-irie poets, and 

innumerable nature lyrics· have resulted. .Per.haps, 

in time a prairie Wordswort~ will emerge from the 

large group of poets. 
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Although very many ~f the poems give 

descxipt ions of the region as a whole, the more. 

limited pictures are not lacking. There is 

scarcely a phase of prairie nature which poets 

have failed to notice. The favorite subjects are 

the barren landscape, the wind, and the coming of 

night. 

In poetry as in actuality the prairie 

landscape is usually brown and hot and dry. Spring 

and winter scenes are rarely :pictured because they 

are not particularly unique. A typical :picture is 

P.Roy Bra.mmel's "Desert". 

Sage brush! Mile after mile, 

Quiet in the sun and shimmering; 

Ever in the sun, ever shimmering? 

••••••••••••••• 

Stream beds are dry, beaten paths 

of rabbits and eage coyotes 

That for keen thirst run the full length 

Ofeach ravine, and fall at last 

As did one here whose bones lie scattered, 

White as snow beneath the sun. 

God, the waste! the quivering waste! 

Where things grow up to die! l 

1. Helen Rhoda Hoopes's Contemporary Kansas roetry,p.22. 
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In a striking little "Lullaby for a Prairie Town" 

Lee Andrew Weber begins: 

Little prairie town 

You a:r e a sle aping infant 
2 At the breast of a great brown woman. 

The brown prairie landscape is not without 

its appeal, though. It is restful, relaxing, and 

even some poetic souls prefer it to the prim beauty 

of cultivated nature. Helen Griffith Mccarroll 

contrasts the two types of beauty. 

I took a trip this fall to Kansas City. 

Hill top and hill side bloomed in ordered 

loveliness. 

All the beautiful sleek houses purred on 

velvet grasses. 

All the well trained flowers grew as 

they were taught to grow, 

La.~'ms, foliage, and house s---washed and 

brushed and polished, 

Well fed and important. Even the trees grew 

Just as they were planned, to grow--or seemed to, 

So cunningly had the people used them. 

Its smoothness, its refinement, all its 

cleverness 

And all its ponderous wealth quite took my 

breath e.way. 

2. The Midland, 310:351, Dec. 1925. 
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It overawed me~ It enshxinoome l Then it cloyed! 

.............. 
Then I came back to Kansa~-back to the prairies, 

Back to the flat lends, where the earth undresses, 

Stretches herself and rests, dazed bµt unduunted • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sunburned and wind blown, weed gro"i.r;n and dusty, 

Now in this autumtn time she re st s exhausted • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
There is no cloying here--no soft urms nor 

silken draperies. 
3 Here she is unadorned--God, what a Beauty. 

Lew Andrew Weber's poems are full of quaint prairie 

figures. The barrenness of the land seems not to 

have impressed him so mu~h as its quietness. This 

extract from a poem entitled unrea.m, 11rairie" is 

typical: 

Hold, Prairie 

Hold your dreams 

In your ·brown arm-pits, 

They would steal them. 

They would spoil your fresh sweet lips,. 

Yea, even kill you, 

And bury you---

Buxy your soft brown body 

3. "The Beauty" in Helen Rhoda Hoone~'s c t 
i: o on emporary 

Kansas Poetry, p. 79. ----~---~--:.:... 



Under their hard tombs, 

Their hard flat pavements.4 
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There are other happy pictures f o a quiet, dreaming 

prairie. Badger Clark says: 

Now the sleepy land is shirkin', 

Drowzin', smilin' in her dreams.5 

\ 

In o. poem entitled nThe ..t:··)~ai'Yl 1· 6 w· au · 1 
.i.. • vin Wi lard Wattles 

says: 
. ' 

Hushed reverence of solemn prayer hallows the 

prairie everywhere; 6 

The poetic attractiveness of the dreamy 

plains does not all consist in vast, dreamy emptiness. 

The fickleness of the prairie weather seems to make 

an ulmost personal appeal to the minds of the poets. 

The winds fit their moods or an~,er them or 1 ead 

them into dreamy reverie. The rains, which the 

prairie men long earnestly wait and pray fox, finally 

come and persist in staying until 

The prairie is rotten with r·ain, 7 

4. The Midland, 310:165, April 1925. 

5. "SouthiieBtern June" in Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 126. 

6. Willard Wattles's SWlflowers, ~p. 177. 

7. "The Medicine Man" in Badger Clark1 s Sun and Saddle 
Leather, ~9th ed.) p. 112. 



The storms a.re awe-inspiring, and the sunsets 

unsurpassingly beautiful. There a.xe certain 

months and seas9ns that hav~ a particular 

cha.rm, and the prairie mornings and evenings 

almost write themselves in poetry. 
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These weather descriptions are figurative, 

enervating, and delightful. 

March takes her leave with wildly fluttering 

skirt. 8 

April is 

lilld 

Like a charming dainty girl, with her curls in 

a whir 1, 

Rose leaf skin and teeth of pearl is April. 9 

May comes dancing dovm the days 

Out of April's rain-swept ways. 10 

In ba.rve st time 

The west wind blows through ripened wheat 

Swishing, swishing, swishing. 

In ... 4..ugust 

summer swoo~s in autumn's arms, 12 

8. "Karisko" in Ec1V1in For Piper's Paintrock Rodd, p. 45. 

9. "April" by 1v!a0 C. ::i?atrick in Helen Rhoda Hoopes' s 
eontemporar y Kansas Poetry, p1• 161. 

10. "May" by Isabel ,Doerr in Helen Rhoda. Hoopes 
Contemporary· Kansas Poetry,, p. 49. 

11. "A Farmer's Spn" Ibid. 
12. "Indian Summer" in Lew Sarett's The Box of God, p.41. 
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In October 

Swiftly the blizzard stretched a frozen arm 

From out the hollow night--

Stripping the world of all her scarlet pomp, 

And muff~ing her in white •. 13 

And in winter 

the ·Winter -11Iaker, hurdling. 

The rim~rock ridge, shook out his snowy hair 

Befoxe him on the wind and heaped up the 

hollows--14 

To the pxair ie day, the night, the morning 

and the evening the poets have given a great deal of 

attention. l?rairie· lovers are invariably struck by 

the glory of a prairie sunset and the clearness of 

the stars at night. Billy Mccarroll says: 

The sunset is a thief--

For ~he has stolen from the coral trees 

Their redness--

Leaving them black-stained 

That she 

Might wash her gold in ruby. 15 

13. "October Snow" in Lew Sarett 1 s The Box of God, p. 40. 

14. "The Box of God" " " H n n n 

15. "Sunset and Winter Tree.s" in Miss Hoopes 1 s 
Comtemporaxy Kansas ?oetry; p. 78. 

p. 13. 



After sunset, comes twilgiht 

Spilling a pur:pll? cool~r~s on the way •16 

And then 

the stars 
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Like little children trooping from their teepees, 

Danced with nimble feet across the sky.17 

And 

The earth is a bronze bell swinging 

rt is night 

All the insects have come 

With their banjo thro;iats humming.18 

In the monning the 

stars, like little children, go singing 

down 

The sky to the flute of the wind in the willow-

tree .19 

And the day comes. Vachel Lindsay gives us a 

description of a typical prairie day. 

16. "The Twilight" by Msrgare-d:. ?erkins Briggs in Miss 
Hoopes's Contemporary Kansas Poetry, p. 24. 

17. "The Box of God" in Lew Sarett' s The Box of God., p. 15. 

18. "Hight on the .Prairien by Lee Andrew Weber in 
The Midland, 310:167, April 1925. 

19. "IDhe Box of God" in Lew Sarett's The Box of God, p. 18. 
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(In the beginning) 

The sun is a huntress young, 

The sun is a xed, red joy, 

The sun is an Indian gi.rl,, 

Of the tribe of Illinois, 

{Mid-Morning) 

The sun is a smoldering fire, 

That creeps through the. high great :plain,. 

That leaves not a bush of cloud 

To blossom with flowers of rain. 

(Noon) 

The sun is wouJiea deer, 

That treads pale grass in the skies, 

Shaking his golden ho.rns, 

Flashing his baleful eyes. 

(Sunset) 

The sun is an eagle old, 

There in the windless West 

Atop of .the spirit-cliffs 

He builds him a crimson nest.20 

About the wind numberless poems have been 

written. Its poetic effects seem to tally with its 

20. ".P.i..n Indian Summer Day on the :Pxaix ie n in The Congo, 
p. 66. 
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more materialistic ones, and. to vary as g.rea.tly. 

Undoubtedly, more prairie poems have.been written 

on the wind than on any one other subject. The 

poets sing to the wind and about the wind; some 

love it and some hate it;· some it rouses into a 

frenzy and some it makes quietly reminiscient. 

A few of the most striking, unique wind poems are 

Edwin Ford Piper 1 s "The Wind": 

I am a hawk on gusty curving wings 

At play with c lauds •••• 

And in the narrow canyons 

Where I am trapped I st.r uggle •.• 

Lunging, fluttering, 

Beating the earth I fall 

With gusty curving wi~gs. 21 

Ruth Lichtenstein's "A La Belle.Etoile": 

The wind 

Sits drowsily upon the hearth ·of night 
' 22 And purrs a slender cat-song. 

Helen Griffith McCarroll' s nwind of the Prairie": 

You sh:r ieking, moaning, wailing wind of 

the prairie! 

Whose spi~it ar~ you? 
,. . .. 
Call ~hus the Redskins 

Whom wh:tte.,men slew? 

21 •. Paint:rock Road, p. 81. 
22. The Midland, . 310: 261, Aug. 1925. _ 
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_._:,, 
Say! Axe ~rou cal.ling and ·drying 

For the lost soul of you? 23 

and Whitelaw Saunder 1 snBroken Rhythms~ 
·•1 

Knowing·. a moment's rest, 

Then taunting a writhing tree, 

O You, Who.bade the waves be calm 

Quiet me! 24 

To the poets the v·vind seems to be a rathex melancholy 

message-bearer. It arouses all sorts of questions 

in poetic minds and p:r odeces various emotional 

states. Such effects as these are complained of 

in the wind poems: 

The wind is full of my false love 1 s voice 

As he sneers and scoffs at me--- 25 

They need not both er to remind me of 

Old griefs blown dovm the centuries--26 

Wind in the night, 

Restless wind, 

Unhappy, ever-wandering prairie wind--· 

Axt thou, too, lost and exiled as am I? 27 

23. :Miss Ho9pes' s Contem-poxary Kansas Poetry, p. 81. 
24 • tt U 1T ft TT p • 10 2 
25. "Wintry Winds " by Gertrude Kirtland in Ibid, p. 73. 
26 • "These Winds" by Tura:r gaxet Perkins Bx iggs in Ibid, p. 25. 
27. "Prairie Windu b;1 Thomas E. :Moore in Ibid, p. 87. 
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·t I feel the autumn day is twisted, warped, 

and bent; 

I am tired to·the very lining of my sou1.28 

J?rairie pictures would not be complete 

without sand hills and sand and dust storms. The 

storms are a natural result of a strong wind 

blowing over a barren landscape; and the yellow, 

glistening sand hills which Billy Mccarroll 

desc:r i bes as 

only sand and withered grasses, 
29 And some plum-bushes on my·neurer slopes. 

a.re not an unusual sight in some parts of the land. 
-~·. 

Bruce W. 1~rcDaniel has a gre,phic description of a 

mind storm in a sandy region. 

Sand, sand, sand, sand, 

Cutting like sharp steel; 

Mad sand, wild sand, sands that whirl and reel, 

J?iling, curling, boiling., turning; 

Sands that de.sh and ·wheel. 30 

In the less sandy :regions the dust storms of the 

dry summer months are wholly as unpleasant as the 

28~'!November Winds" by Ursula Miller. Author's ma.nuecript. 
29. "The Spirit of the Kansas Sand Hills" in Miss Hoopes 1 s 

Contemporary Kansas Poetry, p. 78. 
30. "A Desert Sandstorm" in Bruce ':t .:McDaniel's The Desert, 

"P. 46. 
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the sand stoxms. Lee 1\ndrew ~eber 1 s ~oem on 

".Pxair ie Dust" begins: 

region. 

Here is the dust 

Whirling in the wind. 

Here is dust 

Brown ar.rows--

Brown prairie thoughts, 
. 31 Blowing in my mmd. 

Rain is usually a rarity in a prairie 

lJot until the land and its life fairly 

ache for xain, does it finally come. Bagger 

Clerk hus a very ~eal picture of the coming of 

the rain and the landscape before and after: 

The dry wind mouxns among the hills, a.-huntin' 

trees and gxass, 

Then down the desert flats it rises higher 

And sweeps a rollin' dust--storm up and 

flings it through the pass 

And fills the evenin' west ~ith smolderin' fire • 

• • • • • • • • • • 
The wind comes off the desert like it 

31. The 1viidland, 310:·35:\., Dec. 1925. 
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brushed a bed of coals; 

The sickly range grass withers down and fails; 

••••••••• 

The mesas heave and quiver in the noon • 

• • • • • • • • • 

And the whole hot land seems dyin' in a dream • 

• • • • • • • • • 

Then the lightnin' s gash the heavens and the 

thunder jars the wol'ld 

.And the gray., of fallin' water w.raps the plains, 

......... 
Have you ever seen a mountain stretch and rub 

its eyes? 

.Or bare hills lift their streamin' faces up 

and thank the Lord, 

Fairly tremblin' with their gladness and surprise? 

•••••••• 

Just a whole dead world sprang back to life and 
17.2 laughin' in a day! v 

. On the fauna and flora of the prairie few 

poets .have written, for the very eviderll{reason thn.t 

there is not much plant and animal life. What there 

32. nThe Rains" in Sun and Saddle Leather, p. 144. 



is, is gray and brown and falls naturally into the 

landscape pictures. Sagebrush, sunflowers, willows, 

and cottonwoods constitute the chief plant life. 

Frequently the goldenrod is mentioned, and the 

Dakota poets write much of the Pasque flower. 

The distinctive animal life is yet more rare and 

colorless. There axe wheezing insects, and coyotes, 

prairie-dogs, hawks, owls, meadow-larks, and rattle 

snakes. Few of these in themselves make a very 

charming poetic picture, and poets rarely attempt 

their description without giving them the landseape 

be.ckground. In an uncul ti vate1 prairie the meadow-

lark is practically the only song-bird, and he is 

yet the only one poets put into pictures of a 

distinctive prairie region. Since man has taken 

the prairie into his ha'!l.s and planted trees on it, 

more and brighter birds have come. 

Of the few descriptions of plant life 

these extracts are typical: 

Trees on the plains are braver trees 
33 Than those fo und otherwher e; 

I know _I, too, should weep to be 

A solitary willow tre~, 

33. "Trees on the Plains" by Leslie Wallace in :Miss 
Hoopes' s Contemporary Kansas Poe tr y,p. 116. 



Beside a stream; 

standing all day where I could see 

M:y truant self smile back at me.34 
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Look dovm the crick n_ow, right above the bend~~ 

The big ol' cotton wood the.re, feather in' up 

All by itself--35 

Anemone of purple hue, 

Emerging from the grasses brown, 

Has come to make her spring debut 
36 In furry mantled, satin gown. 

catching fire from the setting sun, 

The gold of an autumn dawn, 

File on file in bright array, 

The sunflowers march along.37 

Of the animal life on the prairie John A. 

Lomax gives us a very compact picture in his poem 

entitled "The Old Mackenzie Trailn. 

· the yello\v-breasted desert lcrk 

Cries shrill and lonely from a dead mesquite, 

~ 
34. 11 The Weeping .. 'Willow" by Margaret Louis .Anderson in 

Miss Hoopes 1 s Contemporary Kans~s Poetry, p. 18. 



Its quivering notes set in a minor key; 

••••••••••• 

rrThe coyote Is howl is heaxd at dark from some 

Low-lying hill; compa/nioned by the loafer 

wolf 

They yelp in canoe.rt to the fax-off stars, 

Or gnaw the bleached bones in savage rage 

That lie unburied by the gxass-g.rown paths. 

The p.rair ie dogs play sentinel by day , 

And backwa.rd slips the badger to his den; 

The whix, the fatal strike of rattlesnake, 
38 

A staxing buzzard floating in the eerie blue, 

Since the prairie has become a land of.trees, 

it has also become the home of birds, The meadow lark 

remains the favorit~ but has to share poetic attentio.Ia.. 

Edna Osborne Whitcomb sings: 

I am a prairie child! 

I love the prairie birds; 

Grackaes in~erde, 

Thrasher, bluebird, crow; 39 

And Tiilliam Savage Johnson says: 

I thank the April snow 

38. songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp, p~ i54. 

39. "I am a Pxairie Child" in Miss Hoopes' s Contemporary 
Kansas Poetry, p. 122. 
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Whose magic serit from wood 

And field a hungry brood 

To be my friends a blessed day or so;-

Hedge-sparrow, yellow-billed, 

Black-capped, the cardinal 

Of joyous heart, and all 

~he mouse-breast juncos. 40 

Of the feVl poems on particular birds one of the ·· 

prettiest is Ruth Bender's "The Yellow Warbler". 

What is thatl Did you see? 

That gleam th.rough the leaves, 

So tiny and quick--

See it flash up the treel 

He.re it is---no, 'tis there---

Now yonder---and now where? 

Too airy and bright 

To be called a bird; 

It must be a bit 

Of winged sunlight. 

The. t silvery str e.in 

Like rippling water--

Could it be a song? 

40. "April Snow in Kansas" in Miss Hoopes's Contempora.:ry 
Kansas Poetry, p. 71. 



Hark, there 'tis again! 

Tinkling and singing, 

Trilling and ringing, 

Clear and sweet. Do you know 
• Perhaps it might be 

The sun beam's echo. 41 
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Poets frequently try to imitate the rhythm and spi±it 

of the meadow lark's song. Typical efforts are these: 
\ 

Howd¢y, Mistex Meadow Lark 

Kinder like the mornin', don 1 t you? 

Where you been this to ugh ol' winter? 

Hey there, tell a feller , won rt you? 

V/her e 1 d you get that sµor t y c,o at, 

An' that shiny yellex collar? 

Bet the new black tie you're wearin' 

Cost you pretty nigh a dolla:r.42 

o, I am the bird of the fields, 

And I sing at the first hint of spring • 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
I sing O, how sweetly I sing! 

I'm in rapture aground or a-wing; 

41. (Author's J,fannsc:ript) 

42. "The Meadow Lark" in Ell~ott C. Lincoln's Ranch, p. 32. 
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I'm the lark of the fields and I come 
43 with the first hint of spring. 

What verses of permanent value there are 

in this profusion of nature lyrics, time will tell. 

But· there are many spi.ri ted little lyrics that 

ring true to the cpiri t of the land---many that are 

a natural embodiment of the emotion aroused by the 

bigness and 1Zt'ildness of the prairie. Others are 

merely s im~le little rhymes, but al together th e:v 

give a very .complete picture of nature on the 

plains. The poets have at least succeeded in 

making their readers feel and see the beauty that 

the prairie does have and, as a. result, have 

inspired in prairie-dw&llers a greater love for 

their land. 

For, don't you rerkf? We' re made so that we love 

First when we see them painted, things we have 

passed 

Perhaps a hund.red times, no.r cared to see • 

. . . . . 
a.rt ·was given for that; 

God uses us to help each other so, 

Lending ou.r minds out.44 

43. nThe ll'!ea.dow Lax k" by Ursula. Mille x. (Author 1 s 
manuscr ii)t} • · 

44. Brmvning's "Fra. Li-ppo Lippi". 



Chapter VI 

NEIHARDT 1 S EPIC CYCLE 

114 . 

Whether or not John G. Neiha:rdt has done, 

well what he has attempted to do, he undoubtedly 

de.se:rves er edit· for his setious, untiring effort 

to enrich American literature and for his success 

in reviving interest in the heroes OI the nsreat 

American epic period". Critics olash sever.ely on 

the literary value of his work but all equally 

praise his choice of rre.terial. They agree that 

he has chosen "sta:rk saga"".'stuff" for the theme 

of his epics. 

A conviction of his task seems to have 

been boxn in Mr. Neihardt, and his life did not 

fail giving him the necessary background. He 

was born January 8, 1881, in She .. ~psbutg,- Illinois. 

Five years later his acquaintance with the g:reat 

Wester~plains began. He lived in northwestern 

Kansas on the banks of the upper Solomon with his 

:pioneering grandparents. Many of his prairie 

desc:riptions are written from memories of .these 

early years. While the boy was thus unconsciously 

gathering inspiration for his life task, his widowed 

mother was struggling in Kansas City to support her 
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other. children. During Neihardt' s tenth year 

the family moved to Wayne, Nebraska; and in that 

frontier town the poet grew up. When only twelve 

he began writing verses, and since then poetry 

has been the one aim of his life. During his 

boyhood he hungered for reading material, but 

the family had no money to buy books. His 

first cherished volumes---Tennyson's Idylls of 

the King and Brm"ming' s Selected Poems ---were 

secured as premiums for soap wrappers collected 

by his mother and sisters. 

Soon a.ft er his arrival in Wayne he 

entered the Nebraska Norrral College in that 

town, and for three yea.rs paid for his tuition 

by ringing the class bell twice every fifty 

minutes of the day. There he attracted the 

attention of able men who gave him all possible. 

help and encouragement. At fifteen he read 

Virgil at sight in the original. Greek was not 

taught in Wayne. He conquered it alone, after 

he was thirty, in order that he might read his 

favorite authors --Aeschylus and Homer---in the 

original. 

After his graduation he became the 

family's chief support. No task pleased him 

lorg. He worked on the farm, taught school, 

kept books, eerved as porter in a restaurant, 
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. worked as ·a reporter for a newspaper, and tried 

various other tasks. Always his dreams and his 

urge to write interfered with his work. Occasion-

ally he was dismissed, and very often.he grew 

tired and drifted on to something new. 

While he was yet a. youth, the fumily 

moved to Bancroft, Nebraska, at the edge of the 

Omaha Indian Reservation. Here he associated · 

intimately with the Omaha tribe, who nicknamed 

him Tae Nuga Zhinga, (Litt.le Buffalo Bill). It 

Although the necessity for labor did not 

cease during the nBxt few years, Nei¢hardt did 
' find time to write. His first published compos~ions 

were Indian tales. These stories fa und favox in 
' A.-:$ the magazines but did not d\tract him from his 

fire.t pur:pose---~he .writing of poetry. In 1907 

appeared his first volume of lyrics---A Bundle 

of 1~1yrrh. Later _ ~-~~.!?."_,Jolume and two t>thers were 
, ' 

published in collected form under the title The 

suest. This early ·:poetry has ·been extravagantly 

praised but has so nearly the same qualities as 
f, 

the lyrical descriptions in his narrative poems 
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that it need :receive no particular attention here. 

Mr. Neihardt has several other note-

worthy productions outside of his epic cycle. 

The Splendid WayfarL1g is a prose tale of the 

exploits of Jedediah Smi th---a comrade of the 

epic heroes---who later discovered and explored 

the great central route from the Missouri river 

to the Pacific ocean. It is a straight, direct, 

historical tale and a splendid background for the 

episodes in his songs •• In Poetic Values: Their 

Realities end Our Need of Them Mr. Neihardt 

outlines his poetic phile~Gphy. He has written 

two one-act· dramas, Eight Hu.Iidred Rubles and 

Agrippina. His Collected Poems have now been 

published in two volumes. 

In 1911 the legislature of Nebraska 

conferred upon Mr. Neihardt the title, Poet 

Laureate. Since then he has been appointed 

honorary Professor of Poetry at the University 

of Neb:rasko., and the degree of Doctor of Letters 

has been granted him. 

With his mother, his four children, and 

his wife, Mone. Martinsen, who is a sculptress, 

Neihardt now lives. on Lake Taneycomo in the Ozark 

Mountains near Branson, Missouxi. He is at f'"' e !!a '4?."l\t 



preparing the fouxth and final volume of his 

eµic cycle--The Song of the Messiah. 

Mr. Neiha.rdt would have us believe that 

his interest in the heroes of his epic period 

wus first kindled "at the age of six when, clinging 

to the forefinger of my father, I~iscove:red. the 

Miss o Ul' i River fr om a b 1 uff to "P at Kansas City" • 1 

The stories of the heroes of the river £ascinated 

him, and his epic concept seems· to have gradually 

matured in him. "As I grew older and came to 

possess more of my inheritance, I began to see 

tha.t what had enthra.lleP, me was, in fact, of the 

stuff of sggas, a genuine epic cycle in the rough. 

Furthermore, I realized that this raw material had 

been undergoing a process of digestion in my 

consciousness, correspondli1g in a way to the process 

of infinite repetition and fond elaboxation which, 

as certain scholax s tell us, for er an the heroic 

narratives of old mime." 2 

Like Joaquin Miller, Ivir. Neihardt saw 

the significru1ce, the epic greatness, of the 

1. Prefator:v note in The Song of Three Friends and 
the Song of Hugh Glass, p. XI. 

2. Ibid. p. XII. 
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conquering of the wilderness and the clash between 

the nvo great races con.tending for it. After the 

realization of the possibility of writing the 

.American Epic concerning this last westward 

advance of the white race fully dawned upon him, 

he dedicated his life to this task. His stories 

and lyrics were in demand, but he sacrificed his 

probable success vd th them to his greater purpose. 

Neihardt's epic concept in its entirety 

is a vast one. .u.e sees the "American Epic"nnot 

as a thing in itself,· ·but rather as one phs.se of 

the whole race life from the p·eginning; indeed, 

the final link in that long chain of heroic 

periods stretching from the region of the Euphrates 

eastward into India and Westward to our own :Pacific 
3 Coast'] 

The American epic period, then, is the 

time of the ~.st possible westward migration of 

the White race; and this significant movement 

involwed the exploration and conquest of the land 

between the Missou.ri river and the Pacific ocean. 

The period extends from 1822 to 1890. Mr. l~eihardt 

has based the first two parts of his cycle on a 

representative portion of the period--on tle 

expeditions of the men who. ascended the x iver 

under Ashley and Henry in 1822 and 1823. The 

3. Pxefatory note to the Song of Three Friends, p. VII.-
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episodes in the Songs are taken from the body of 

legend that grew up about heroes among these 

trappers ana.Jtraders. Neihardt calls his material 
,, 

"The Ashley-Henry Saga; --the forgotten history 

of Unheralded hel' oe s n. 

The poet spared no pains in fitting 

himself for the task to which he had dedicated 

his life. He searched all available records and 

pe x iodica.ls and consulted old pioneers who knew 

the land and time of which he was to write. In 

1908 he descended the Missouri in an open boat 

and ascended the Yellowstone to acquaint himself 

with the country. He made every attempt to live 

again the lives of his
1 
heroes. His material is 

well chose~ he knows it well, and his expe~ience 
~ 

has fitted him to do his task admirably. 

·. The three finished parts of the cycle are: 

The Song of Three Friends ; The Song of Hugh Glass; 

l:Lnd The Song of the Indian Wars. The Song of Hugh 

Glass, which is tbe second pa'rt of the series, 

was the first. to be published. It apµeared in 1914. 

Three and a half years later appeared.The song of 

Three Friends, which is designed to be the first of 

the series. In 1919 it was given the Poetry Society 
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prize of fiYe hundred dollars for the best volume 

of verse :published b~1 an American during that year • 

. After four and a half more years of labor app@ared 

the most si.gnificant and most complicated part 

of the cycle---The Song of the Indian Wars. The 

fourth part---The Song of the Messiah-- is now in 

preparation. 

The stories related in the first two parts 

of the cycle In9.Y be briefly sketched. In 1822 

William H. Ashley put into the Missouri Republican 

an advertiserrent foi one hundred "enterprising 

young menn to ascen~ the Missouri river under the 

command of IJajor Jt .. ndrew Henry. Amo~g the men who 
L 

responded to the call were three fast friends--

Fink, Carpenter, and Talbeau. Fink was famous 

for his broad jokes, his hot temper, t¢.~ ~~~ 

human strength. Car pent er was a tall, quiet, 

handsome man, who could fight skillfully, and 

smile at t:r..e oome time. Talbeau, who was a little, 

terrier-like fighter, had won the admiration of 

the other two and :b..ad been adopted into the friend-

ship. To µrove their mutual love and trust Fink 

and Carpenter, who prided themselves on their expert 
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marksmanship, occasionally shot a cup of whiskey 

from each other's heads. 

These three had ascended with Henry's 

:party to the mouth of the Yellowstone and then 

with mine other men had gone to spend the winter 

among the Blood Indians. There Fink fell in 

love with an Indian girl, who loved carpenter. 

Jealousy grew in Fink, and a fight 3Zesult,ed, 

in which Carpenter won. Ta.lbeau continued 

loving both the men and ·was in despair when 

he thought that the friendship must break up. 

In the spring the pal'ty returned to . 

Henr y 1 s fort at the mouth of the Yellovv stone, 

and again a fight almost occurred. Then at 

Talbeau's suggestion they agreed to forgive 

and again shoot the cup. Fink tossed the coin, 

and the first shot fell to him. Carpenter called 

aside Talbeau and willed to him his gun and other 

property. Fink shot and killed Carpenter. 

After that Neihardt 1 s story is no longer 

folk legend, but his own invention. History says 

that later when Fink admitted that he did it 

purposely, Talbeau instantly drew his :pistol--

pur:penter 1 s gun---and shot him. 4 

4. Lucy Lockwood Hazaxd's The Fxontie.r in America,p.132. 



In Neihardt's story Talbeau does not shoot Fink 

but with Carpenter's gun drives him east over 

the dry, barren land until stricken with pity 

and remorse for exacting so arue1 a vengeance 

he decides to forgive---only to find Fink's 

body half-eaten by crows. 

The Song of Hugh Glass is the story of 

a man who ascended the river in Ashley's party a 

year latex than the Henry expedition. At the 

Ree villages Ashley stopped to trade for horses. 

The party was attacked ·oy the Indians ; und a 

bat'tle occurred in which Hugh Glass, a silent 

old hunter, sacrificed his own safety to rescue 

a young lad belonging to the party. Ashley sent 

for Colonel Leavenworth and .Ma.ior Henry to help 

fight the Rees. After the battle Henry's eighty 

:remaining men again started north overland, and 

Hugh Glass and Jamie, the young la~d, went with 

them. On the fifth day Hugh was attacked by a 

bear and found nea:rly dead by Jamie. Henry's 

p~rty hU!'ried on and left Jamie and Le Bon to 

care for Hugh. In the fe~ days following in 

which Hugh lived1on, Le Bon played on Jamie's 



fea.rs until together they forsook Hugh and told 

Henry's party that he had died. With him Le 
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Bon took Hugh's knife, his gun, and flint. Hugh 

finally awoke, discove:red his plight, . and . 

resolved to live long enough to have vengeance 

on his cowardly desert~rs. Jamie, especially, 

he could not forgive. His legs had be~n injured 

and walking was impossible, but the thirst for 

r avenge was so urgent that he began thE\J- ong, 

painful crawl which Julius· T. House calls nthe 

most detailed account of physical sufferfing 
5 and endurance extant in 1')oetry". When Hugh 

arrived at Henry's Post, Jamie was gone. In 

his long sea.rah he fo;cgives him and finally 

finds him in a .Ptega.n lodge sick, blind, end 

frenzied with remorse. 

The lust of the three poems--The Song 

of the Indian ~ars--is not based on a particular 

episode, and the action is much moxe intrLca.te 

and invol-ved than in the other two. It deals with 

the final climax of the period--the clash of the 

5. "Notes" in The Song of Three ]1riends and the Song 

of Hugh Glass, p. 299. 
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nations. In his_pxeface Neihardt says the poem 

"deals with the last gxeat fight for the bison 

pastures of the Plains between the wester in'g 

white men and the prairie tribes---the struggle 

fox the right of way between the Missouri River 

and the Pacific ocean". 6 The largeness of 

the plan necessarily results in confusion, and 

the·narra.tive becomes ~ jumbled mass of battles 

and heroes. Of this work Lucy Lock\vood Hazaxd 

says: "A large order---and it is h~dly to be 

wondexed at that the :result is in places confused 

and slretchy. The confusion is augmented by Mr. 

Neihardtrs inability or reluctance to decide 

which characters are to play the role of heroes 

and which of villAins. He describes himself in 

the pre face as a "Custer partizan" but his hero--

wo:rship fails to vit&lize the section of the 

poem devoted to Custe:r's last stand. Custer 

remains throughout the action, elusive and 

nebulous. n 
7 

It is to be lamented that his truly epic 

6. Preface to Song of the Indian wars. p. 8. 

7. The Frontier inAme:rican Literature: Thomas y. 
Cr o~w el~ Co •. l~ e w York, 19 2 7 • p • 134 • 
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concept and his thorough acquaintance with his 

material did not enable Mr. Neihardt to put a 

true epic spirit into his verses. The rough, 

ready Western trappers become in his hand 

romantic heroes motivated by intense sentiment. 

The brutal Fink becomes a moping, sentimental 

lover·; and after the love affaii- the poem is 

not an objective nal:'rative of swfft, primitive 

action, but a long psychological analysis of the 

suooessive mental states of his heroes. In The 

Song of Hu~h Glass the same thing is true. we 

do not see crude, rough men in the sort of action 

naturally fitted to their character and country, 

The em1)ha.s is is not on the external a.ction but on 

th'e internal motives of two sentimental heroes 

tragically involved in a friendship. In The Song 

of the Indian Wars Neihardt again plays on 

sentiment. In spite of the fact that he realizes 

that the doom of the Indian is a na.turaltf res ult 

of the "westering urge" of the white race, he 

mflkes the dee. th of Crazy Horse and the surrender 

of his people tragicallY.P~thetic. 

A true epic is alive W±th the spirit 0£ 

the folk. of who7"i t tells. If it is put t age ther 
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by an individual author, the poet is careful to 

project nothing of himself into the narrative. 

His lines must ring tnue to the spirit of the 

life of which he writes. The diction, the 

figures, the descriptions, ·and the phileOo-phy 
J J.·fv1rv•.f..-t /1.t.-),,'l).,~C-·~t-(-"' 

should not be the poets but~the thinking of the 

folk. The narrative should be a simple outlay 

of the spirit of the time---of the action, the 

conditions of the life, the beliefs, and super-

sti tions---without any inserte·d comments from 

the author himself. It should be a. natural, 

untainted outg:rowth of th(:) fo lk---t old in the 

same raw, vigorous manner in which it had been 

told from mouth to mou th---and shou.il.d be such 

tbat the folk of whom it is written could them-

selves best appreciate and understand it. 

It is in his manner of telling "these 

primitive thales that l'11r. Neihardt fails of his 

purpose. The first two Songs should be brief, 

vigorous narratives. In The Splendid ~ayfaring 

Mr. Neihardt tells the story of The Song of Three 

]'riends well in a page and a half. The poem is 
tt'VVcL 

one hundred~twenty-six pages long. Lucy Lockenwood 

says: "As a resul·t, of course, the frontier is 

diluted with a good deal of Neihardt. w 
No;t Mr. 
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Neihard.t 's poetxy per·.>se is neither better nor 

worse than that of many contemporary versifieEs. 

But when a poet presumes to naJYproach that body 

of precious saga stuff which I have called the 

Western American Eposn (I use Mr. l~eighardt 1 s own 

words). and offers himself as the Homer of the 

Frontier, the reader has a right to ·e:x;pect that 

the ·"precious saga !!tuff" shall be treated in a 

style worthy of epic tradition." 8 Mr. Neihardt 

is seemingly so intent on ornamenting hi~ language 

Wld giving his poetic temperament full play, that 

he must needs stop his story to impress his readers 

with his art and erudition. Natura~ly the poems 

become artificial and rhetorical. They are full 

of painfully elabo.ra.te figures that attract atten-

tion to themselves and detract much from the 

primitive spirit the poems should have. · The nature 

descriptions are such exaggerated, personified 

figures that the s:piri t of the land is long lost in 

them. Below are typical examples: 

They saw the stealthy w:raith-arms of the night 

Grope for the day to strangle it;9 

8. The Frontier in American Literature, p. 129. 

9~.The Song of Three Friends and The Song of Hugh 
Glass , p • 2 6 • 
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11. 
12. 
13. 

the year 

Was painted for its death.lo 
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the gray sky bled 

With morning, like a wound. 11 

Then he aame to where, awhirl 

With Spring's wild rage, the snow-born Titan girl, 

A skyey wonder on her virgin face, 

Receives the virile Yellmvstone' s embrace 

And bears the lusty Seeker for the Sea. 

A bleak horizon-wide serenity 

Clung :cound the valley where the twain lay dead. 

A winding sheet was on the marriage bed. 12 

Here at &lngth was born 

Upon the eouthern slopes the baby Spring, 

A timid, fretful, ill-begotten thing, 

A-sllckle at the Winter's withered paps; 13 

Mr. Heihardt' s diction is often as false 

The Song of Three Friends and The song of Hugh 
Glass, p. 30. 
Ibid, ].) . 111. 
Ibi a~, p. 228. 
Ibid, p. 239. 



to the spirit of his heroes as his figures are. 

How fa:r would Fink or Hugh Glass have app:rec~ated 

a passage like this?: 

The moon now cleared the world 1 s·end, and 

the owl 

Gave voice unto the wizardry of light; 

While in some dim-lit chancel of the night,· 

Snouts to the goddess, wolfish carybants 

Intoned their wild anti:phonaxy chants--
. 14 The oldest, saddest woxship in the woxld. 

/ 

or this vague, blurred description of the sky they 

knew so well?: 

So lapsed the drowsy aeon of the night--

A strangely tensile moment in a trance. 

And then, as quickened to somnambulance, 

The heavens, imperceptibly in motion, 

Tiexe altered as the upward deeps of ocean 
15 Diluted with a seepag~.of the moon. 

Neihardt' s man:y classical allue.ions seem 

especially foreign and irrelevant in the raw, 

primit.ive material 11.e is using. Carpenter seemed--

14. The Song of Three Friends and The Song of Hugh 
Glass~ o. 144. 

15. Ibid, p. 171. 
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Some Gothic fighting god----
? 
I 16 St.rayed from the dim He.rcy_!!!iun woods of old. 

And Jamie was 

17 A Gan~rme~_es haunted by a Goth. . 

Of the f:rozen Ivrissou:ri the poet sa~'S: 

There lay the stubborn Prairie Titan botuld, 

To wait the far-off.Heraclean thaw, 18 . 

Lucy Lockwood Hazard says: nNow cle.ssical allusions 

may find. a place in a lit erur y epic , such e..s the 

Divina Commedia or Paradise Lost. But they have 
no place in a folk epic s ucl1 as the I¥id or neovmlf 

or (to use M.r. N eihaxd t' s own modest climax) The 
19 Song of Three F.r ie nds." 

Mr •. Neihardt 's :tales are told in couplets, 

but the/ verse is managed ~o skillfully that one is 

scarcely aware of the .rhyme. Critics complain, 

howevex, that his smooth, classical verse form is 

not the proper medium in which to relate the rough 

adventures of the pioneer West. In long poems the 

17. The Song of Three Friends and The So.ng of Hugh 
Glass , p • 131 • 

18. Ibid, p. 227. 
19. The Fr ontiex in A.mer ican Li teratu:r e, p. 130. 
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even swing tends to become monotonous. 

Although Mr. Ne ihardt' s verse is too 

smooth, his diction too polie.hed, and his lines 

lack the terse Vigor naturally fitted to his 

theme, his poems a.re not without merit. There 

are many beautiful, ly±ical passages and truly 

effective touches. As 2ed Cloud rose to speak 

at "The Council on the Powder"--

men felt thunder in the hush of him. 20 

Of Crazy Horse the poet says: 

And there was that a bout him like a wall 

To shut men out. 21 

Of Fall he says: 

And everyv1here he rode 

A suck of men grew after him and flowed 
22 

To fotewo.rd. 

When the white men came into "The Village of Crazy 

Horse"--

20. The 
21. " 2 ,, Ge " 23. fT 

Te-pees s:pille d 

A half clad rabble, and tb2 valley filJed 

With uproar, 23 

Song of the Indian Wars, p. 50. 
" IT n " " ,p. 214. 
" 1T " " n ,p.189. 
" n n n n ,p. 154. 
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Jamie discovered that Hugh ~as yet alive 

And in the lad's heart something like a lark 

Sang morning. 24 

A great part of the Songs consist· of 

nature descriptions. There is ecarcely any 
6"(\-

phenomenEt of nature in the prairie region that 

Neihardt has not attempted tp picture. In The 

Song of Three ]'ri ends is a descri:i;.tion of the 

Aurora Borealis, of a prairie fire, and of t·he 
-C-h.L1-(_. 

Dakota Bad Lands: in The Song of Hugh Glass ~is 

a. blizzard scene; and in The Song of the Indie.n 

Wars is a picture of the locU.st swarm. Of his 

better nature descriptions these are typical:. 

Out of a roseless dawn the hes.t-J)8.le sun 

Beheld them toiling northward.once again--

A hundred horses and a hundred men 

Hushed in a windless swelter. Day on day 

The same white dawn o 1 ertook them on their 

Way; 

And day· long in the white glare san( no bird; 

But only shrill grasshoppers clicked and 

whirred, 

24. The Song of Three Friends and the Song of Hugh 
Glass, p. 143. 
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As though the heat were vocal. All.the whiLe 

The dwindling current lengthened, mile on mile, 

Meandrous in a labyrinth of sand. 25 

And every day the hot wind, puff on puff, 

Assailed them; every night they heard it sough 

In thickets prematurely turning sere. 

Then came the sudden breaking of the year • 

. Abruptly in a waving' afternoon 

~he hot wind ceased, as fallen in a swoon 
26 

With its ow-.a heat. 

Occasionally the narrative becomes txuly 

epic in tone, and the story proceeds in a direct 

straightforward manner. 

And when 

The jaded troopers trotted home again 

The.re wasn 1 t any cheering. Six of those 

Clung dizzily .to bloody saddle-bows; 

And Bingham was the seventh and was dead; 

25. The Song of Th:ree ]1r iends the The Song of Hugh 
Gla. s s, p. 19. 

26. Ibid, p. 25. 
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And Bowers with les;s hair upon his head 

Than arrows in his vitals, pra~ed to die. 
27 He did that night. 

The last speech of Crazy Horse has an epic dignity: 

.I had my village and my pony herds 

On Powder where the land was all my ovm. 

I only wanted to be· let alo:i:me. 

I d~d not want to fight. The Gray Fox sent 

His soldiers. We were -poorer when they went; 

Our babies died, for many lodges burned 

.A.nd it was cold. We hoped again and tunned 

·Our faces Westward. It was .iust the same 

Out yonder on the Rosebud. Gray Fox came. 

The dust his soldiers made was high and long. 

I fought him and I whipped him. was it wrong 

To drive him back? That country was my o\vn. 

I only wanted to be let alone. 

I did not wnat to see my people die. 

They Sa¥ I murdered Long Hair and they lie. 
28 

His soldiers came to kill us and they died. 

However questionable the poetic excellence 

27. The Song of the Indian War~, p. 70. 

28. " n ff n tr • p. 229. 
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of his songs, Mr. l~eihardt deserves niuch credit 

for the interest he has awakened in the period, 

for the resurrection of forgotten heroes, and 

for his devotion to his task. Mr. Neihardt' s 

best years are jret before him, and it may be 

that as his epic concept further matures in him 

he will o.oncentrate less on his art and allow his 

verse to be molded by the spirit of his heroes---

to develop unconsciously into a natu.ral embodiment 

of his "stark saga- stuff". 



Chapter VII 

cmICLUSION 

The Westexn world hes served e.s an 

inspiration fo:r so many :poems that the great 
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task in this study has been, not finding material, 

but eliminating it. Very many deserving poets 

and go'od vex ses that have been keenly appreciated 

are not mentioned in this work. They have con-

tributed to the spirit of it, if not to the 

immediate content. 

It remains yet to be seen how Time. the 

final critic, will evaluate this early Weste:rn 

poetxy. It seems to be rich in the lure of the 

land. The besmudged covers of the library books 

on western poetry show that the verses have, at 

least, not failed in the chief purpose of litera-

ture---the giving of pleasure. The crude, big-

hearted heroes of the :plains have so entirely won 

the admiration of rad-blooded American boys that 

it seems the best of the cowboy ballads must stay 

alive. Pi~er 1 s strong, xugged chronicle, shaped 

by the· life and land of which he v~ote, is valuable, 

inside history. Neiha.rdt 1 s noble effort nto 'Preserve 
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the great race-mood. of couxage in the period which 

is beyond question the great American epic period" 

will undoubtedly be remembered for its rich 

suggestiveness. And it seems that to preserve the 

spirit of the land and the glad emotions it has 

awakened in men's hearts we need a few of Badger 

Clark's lyrics. All these, at least, serve as'a 

tempting, suggestive beginning. Poets are seemingly 

groping in the dark; they are not :yet certain 

wherein lie the chief poetic values of the prairie. 

They are experimenting with raw material; but a 

fruit that has attained such a healthy growth will 

naturally ripen in time. Badger Clark says, "Western 

poetry. is only beginning. If little England could 

produce the magnificient galaxy of axtists that shine 

in h er history for the past five centuries, what 

will this West of ours produce when we really get 

ro.oted here?" 1 

l. In a letter to the writer. 
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